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letter from the editor
If we had our way, this journal would have been published and in our hands months ago. We would have first shared
these stories in flesh, blood, and voice, relishing in the community and company that so suddenly evaporated due
to COVID-19. We have endured a disconcerting and unexpected separation—we have had to learn how to do life
together without “togetherness,” but perhaps we have adapted our lens of what that “togetherness” ought to be, and
hopefully, we have realized what to cherish ever more deeply. All we can do now is move forward with faith and open
hands; at this point, certainty seems like precarious territory.
Last fall, as a staff, we chose the theme “Luminescence” because we wanted to look to light, to hope. The future
ahead would have been unfathomable at the time, but I am grateful that our past selves made such a decision: in
the midst of obscurity, we crave glimmers of light. Stained glass beckons the light and unfolds its beauty in a dance
of reds, blues, greens, and yellows, and while the mosaic creates a complete picture, its loveliness is amplified by the
differences of each individual piece. Our campus holds an abundance of cultures, contexts, and visions, yet together,
we form one body that is unified by the light and hope that we have in Christ—in turn, we can then illuminate spaces
through our faith and art.
To the artists of our community: We are honored that you would say and show us things that only you can say and
show us. As Annie Dillard says, “you were made and set here to give voice to this, your own astonishment,” your
own obsession that has been cultivated by who God has continually created you to be. Thank you for sharing your
stories—for sharing pieces of yourselves.
To the Parnassus staff and designer of 2020: This journal only exists because of your input, tenacity, and thoughtfulness.
We began with nothing, and we now have a tangible “thing.” Be proud of yourselves! Thank you so much for your
hard work and creative sensibilities.
To Dr. Housholder, the faculty advisor: I am so grateful for your endless encouragement and wisdom. Thank you for
guiding us as we ventured into the unfamiliar while also giving us space to make decisions and grow as artists.
And to you, the reader: Savor the rich fruit held within these pages. I hope that you find these pieces challenging,
healing, and delightful for your soul. I certainly have.
Sincerely,
Joy Wright
Parnassus Editor-in-Chief
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St. Luke Among the Gardens
Joseph Ford
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illumination of st. matthew
Sarah Davis

I.
circle the table’s
glow in the
dim room, like
moths around
an age-old flame.
move in a trance,
drawn to pages
settled deep
beneath glass,
drawn by st.
matthew. his pale
hand is a pledge, his
gold curls, coiled
like serpents,
frame vacant
red eyes
locked with yours,
sea green and
glistening.

II.
crane your neck
to stare up at a
projector screen,
at a dark image
taken from a
book, thrown
on a slide
ever so slightly
crooked. listen
to the rustle
as bored students
shift in seats, instructor
drones midwestern
and nasal, electronic
buzz, the only
illumination
that of
fluorescent
rods.
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Stefankos
Mer Fenton
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Another Papa’s Waltz
Alexis Harris
The whiskey on your breath
Could make a small boy dizzy;
But I hung on like death:
Such waltzing was not easy.
-“My Papa’s Waltz,” Theodore Roethke

Thea’s bedroom had a window seat. Between the large
panes of manufactured glass and shelves full of toys,
there were goodwill pillows stacked up reaching for the
sun. Little marshmallow fingers stroked the frame as her
small body leaned forward in anticipation. Her green
eyes gazed towards the sky as it darkened.

bungee corded fender flopped around. The fairies danced
around the car in circles, blinking off tempo.

Soon, the fairies would dance outside her window. The
whole wide world would dance to the song only in Thea’s
head. Her sparking friends would light up the path for
Papa to come home. Safe.

He had come home. Safe. Thea ran around the white
door frame and onto the stairs. The tan carpet faded
into a beige as her feet stumbled down each step with
exhausting vigor. Her subtle thumps ended with a crash
as she slammed down onto the oak floor in the front hall.
Eyes glanced over the fist-sized hole in the wall. Momma
stood in the kitchen, red-faced watching Thea with unnaturally calm emerald eyes. There was a little burst of
smoke circling her face like a ringlet of extinguished fire.
Momma turned back to the files laying on the counter,
rustling through them.

Her eyes caught a spark in the willow tree nestled
under her window. She watched as the fairies wake
and glow yellow with sweet fire outside her room. The
fairies kept watch over her as nighttime fell. Their
wings, transparent and dusted in magic, caught the
moonlight with a wink. Her six-year-old hands painted moisture on the double paned glass with the sweaty
smudges of sweat.
The fairies flitted up and down the street lining it in a
procession fit for her king. Headlights outshone the fairies
flickering light. Face smooshed against the window, flattening Thea’s nose to the liking of a pig. The hunter green
jeep sweetly groaned as it heaved itself into the drive; the

Thea burst backward, sending a tidal wave of pillows
onto the tan shag carpet. They fell around her in faded
reds, lime greens, knitted kittens; all streaked her twinkle
lit room in a rainbow mirage.

“I thought you were asleep,” she whispered, but Thea
didn’t respond as the red door swung open.
He stood shadowed against the deep black night, his
leather coat resting on his shoulders like a cape, baseball
cap propped up like a crown. The fairies sent swirls of
sporadic light behind him.
9

Papa stepped towards Thea, leaving the door wide open
letting the fairies flit in. He floated towards Thea, setting
his brown bottle on the hall table.
“What’s that Papa?”
“Nothing.” His smile burnt through the night.
“Can I have some nothing?”
“No, it’s Papa’s special drink.” He winked his eyes shown
as he leaned forward, hand reaching out for Theas.
“Dance with me, sugar.”
She did. Her little hand sat in his boney palm and he
whisked her forward and staggered and spun and flew
around the foyer. Dancing with no beat or melody or
sense of time. Just Thea’s high-pitched giggle and the
sweet aroma of night wafting off Papa. Chilly autumn
air circled around them as more fairies were invited in
on their secret party. Papa’s cape flew off his back but he
let it rest in the opening to the living room. They twirled
around sofas and the coffee table. Beige fabric and white
walls swirled in their vision. Papa twirled Thea ‘round and
‘round as she landed face first, giggling, into the couch.
•••
Now she was sixteen. The midnight news dazed across
the screen, the changer sat across the room in Mommas’
hand. Her blond hair was draped across her face, drool
seeped from her bottom lip. Her antidepressants cradled
her in deep sleep. A work laptop and a portfolio filled with
graphs were strewn on the couch next to her. The laptop
fan faded out the longer it went untouched. Her face was
sagging from a consistent lack of sleep and her lips were
parted, waiting for an imaginary cigarette. She quit smoking when Thea learned she was allergic to nicotine. But
momma still craved it, the stress release it gave her.
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So, Thea kept her eyes on the TV, pulling her long legs up
to her chest, heels digging into the deflating couch. But
headlights broke the dark silence. The couch groaned as
she stood. Thea waited for the engine to grunt then for
the door to slam and then for the key.
She quietly padded across the beat-up oak floorboards
and into the front hall with the poorly patched drywall.
Pulling her muddy hair back into a low bun, she loomed in
the corner with shadows and cobwebs. The key fumbled
in the lock until the familiar squeak filled the silent house.
Papa stepped inside, coat still draped around his shoulders, slowly slipping off with each fumbling step. His
ratty ballcap was in his hand accompanied by a bottle.
He flashed a stained yellow smile at Thea and lifted the
bottle to take a swig, staggering farther into the foyer. He
dropped his hat and shook off his jacket, letting them
thump to the wood floor.
His hand reached towards her. “Dance with me, sugar?”
He pushed back his wisps of silver-stained brown hair.
Thea said nothing but took his hand and spun around
him, kicking the peeling red front door shut in the process. He stumbled after her, downing another drop of
beer. Thea held his hand and coaxed him towards the
living room. With each stumble, she pulled him closer
until her arm wrapped around his scrawny waist. He let
her lead. They tumbled and dipped to the couch, spinning him until his head rested comfortably on the frayed
and stained pillows Papa puked on.
“That was a good dance, wasn’t it?”
Thea took the bottle and set it on the coffee table. “Our
best one yet, Papa.”
He passed out. Drool dripping from his mouth just like
Momma who was still fast asleep across the room, god
knows how. Taking the ratty blanket from the back of the
couch, Thea draped it over her father and saved the nice

throw to lay on her mother. She walked down the front
hall, picking up the remnants Papa had left behind, his
coat, his hat, a wallet, and a loser lottery ticket, setting
them on the little table used for nothing else. Her hand
latched the door shut and walked back to the living room.
His bottle still sat on the table, her fingers, now long and
steady grabbed the neck and chugged it down. Her face
soured as she pulled away and coughed once; she set it
back on the table and her feet carried her to the stairs.
Thea’s room looked the same. Tan walls, a purple bed
with handed down stuffed animals that lacked eyes or
arms perched in the middle. And there was still the window seat, stacked with more than fifteen pillows, courtesy of her father. Thea sat on them and looked out that
smudged window, her hand pressed on the glass. When

her skin stuck, she did not pull away. She paused then
lifted her hand. The motion did not cause any pain just
left a remnant of sweat. She smiled as fireflies flitted by,
sending out their sudden yellow smoke signals. They had
always lived outside her window. They made the sky feel
less tall.
Thea listened to Papa’s snores and imagined Momma’s
drool and watched the firefly’s fly through the inky night
sky. Clutching a yellow pillow to her chest, she watched
and listened and the sky felt so close she thought she was
touching it.
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A bright star!
Simran Sindhu
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Words For My Sister
Hope Livingston

the crab apples would fall outside of our lemon home
they would hit the ground and bruise and I would run to kick them
crab apples, monkey brains, malus sylvestris
tumbling from the heights
escaping the branches of trees
scattered across Hopson street

and you were indoors
your small, inflated fingers and pudgy knees shuffling across
that wretched wicker rug, onto the wooden floor boards
the words that you could not yet speak
seeping out of your wild brown eyes
they tugged the corners of your mouth up to meet them

you chased me wobbly, humming while your small, naked feet carried you
through the home: your domain
red hair in wisped pigtails that only a young girl can wear proudly

and you outgrew the clothing handed down to you
handing it down to others
and your porcelain skin began to bubble red
the nameless boy dropped the note into your lunch bag
and your once wild brown eyes began to swim alone
you buried your sorrow beneath the eruption of home
your sisters screamed, your brother wept
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I watched you lift your head
as your family’s sunk into their chests
you built a structure out of your small frame
and let us cling to your joy

I can still feel the warmth of the Texas sun
baking our small, exposed limbs as we sit below the window
illuminated between the soft shadows
and the dogs are barking at the mailman
he’s walking up the cracked concrete
Nora Jones coos from the television speakers
the air smells vaguely of strawberry shortcake
and breathing is simple

can you still see it?
your soul has traveled so far from our lemon home
and the top of your head has traveled so far from your toes
but the luster of your being calls even more attention in the
dim surroundings of life than it did back on Hopson street

I just wanted to say
thank you
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Sister Love
Jake Vriezelaar
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sadie
Steven Day

these days of sadie have gone. i never would have
imagined the wind of the summer to blow past my nose
so many springs later, but here i stand searching for
her… searching for them; sadie and summer. perhaps
considered to be the truest of summer: the skatepark sun,
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the smell of the pool, and her freckles. and how could
my heart forget how her eyes sought out the colors of the
world—catching them all with one glance and cradling
them like a pool of pigment.

Spring Heat
Mer Fenton
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mosaic
Emily VanHuis

community is a mosaic.
fragmented, messy.
each piece different in
shape,
color.
yet.
the unifier - the Light.
the same behind the glass.
its singular beam shines through in
so many
various
shimmers and shades
yet.
the Source has never
changed.
a beautiful mess this mosaic is.
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Refracted through the front door
Joseph Ford
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in which i reverted to a wild thing
Rinnah Shaw

i leave at midday
pull on a sweater and
get to walking
set my sights away from the sun
towards bare indiana where
blackbirds call and
muscles uncoil
and i
sleep in half-collapsed barns
curled in like a fetus
and i
follow whitetail deer deep
into the brush and wood
mimic
snap sharp swivel
of their heads and
flare of nostril
now
greet nature on all fours
knees bent back
body sunk low
and soon
stray dogs discover a
wild thing
with no shoes on
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days ago
she found a razor and
shaved her head,
blonde waves cascading
over the fields
like corn silk
and now
the blackbird builds her nests
from all that softness
cast
off
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instinctive
Rinnah Shaw

two dogs force four-point buck into
privately owned lake in backwoods
eighteen feet deep at center
these dogs run faster than
hooved feet kicking through viscous depths
haunches bunching and coiling
pupils dilated glance right side
see
toothy grins and lolling tongues
and fur
sunday afternoon soft with
so-called domesticity
trap him at every side
twelve times cross gray waters and
drench heaving pelt
twelve times tangle with weed and
silt dark as blood
they grow impatient
and lunge and		
pull
by tender white throat under,
lope back
to yellow-warm home on the hill
leave behind drowned deer in dirt-sand,
legs crumpled like kindling.
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Don’t Be Scared
Kaitlyn Gillenwater
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The Jacket
Alyssa Farrell

The band is already playing as I slump into the pew,
hands still stuffed in the pockets of my ink black rain
jacket. My eyes dart to the zipper halted three inches below my collar bone. My hand doesn’t even make it out
of the pocket before I decide that no, I’ll leave my jacket
on. And I tuck my arms snug to my sides as I lean heavily
into the back of the pew.
I mouth the words to the songs until I can’t anymore.
I don’t know if I stopped because I didn’t drink coffee
this morning or something more. And the more the song
continues, the more my heart feels drained. I used to believe these words. They used to fill me.
The pew feels hard against my spine as I let my head
slowly drop and my eyelids close. Without permission,
the memories return: He stayed in bed for months. His
hair was never combed. He stopped smiling and I forgot
the sound of his laugh. I could see him now, under the
blankets. He wouldn’t get up. Stubborn as the devil. I
hated him for it, too.
Opening my eyes, I rub the edge of my pocket with
the back of my left hand and find the rough fabric annoying to my skin. Yet somehow the irreverent friction
is satisfying. My hand brushes out of the pocket and
rests on my thigh. I roll it over so my palm is facing
up. I can see the veins in my wrist. Mysteriously deep
blue like the sky at dusk, just before stars. The skin is
so pale and thin.
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I swallow and look up as the band exits the stage and
someone else comes on to read the passage. The words on
the screen lose me. And even as everyone else joins in to
say, “This is the Word of the Lord,” my lips won’t lift because I’m stuck with a heaviness rubbing against my heart.
And the voices around me push up against me, making
my breathing come in blunt, uneven gasps and sweat
form at the nape of my neck. My eyes close involuntarily,
but the darkness that floods me is cool and alluring. It
tastes sweet beneath my tongue—sweeter than the cup
or the bread—but I feel wicked for thinking so.
I am filthy. I can feel the mud dripping down my arms
and see it soaking through my sleeves. The jacket was
supposed to be waterproof but I always wondered if I
actually believed that. I visualize myself rolling up my
sleeves and rubbing my wrists. Scraping off the mud.
Over and over and over. Until my arms become raw and
cleansed with the flow.
My eyes suddenly open, although it felt as though they
had been open the whole time. But there is no dirt, no
blood. Both hands out of my pockets now, I finger the
edges of my sleeves. My heart squeezes and releases and
the throbbing sound threatens to fill me. My own heartbeat, the battle sounds of a foreign war.
Without warning, a vision pounds me and takes me away.
The world is gray. Empty but for a wooden beam. I reach
out. It is rough, splintered. Lifting my gaze, it isn’t the

cross bar that surprises me. It is the crude heap of gore.
My stomach roles as I feel wet trickle down my hand. I
pull away and fling my whole arm, trying to shake the
blood off me.
I can’t keep my eyes from the appalling sight. It is a
single organ, a heart I think. One nail pins it to the
center of the cross where the two beams intersect. The
crimson is smeared like a mocking halo on the wood
above. Exuding from the heart, blood trickles down the
remainder of the pole.

I hold up my hands, one painted red with someone else’s
blood. Dropping my chin, I stare at the zipper of my
rain jacket. The tiny, insignificant piece of metal, still positioned exactly as I’d left it. Drawing a hesitant inhale, I
touch the metal.
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Dissociation
Grace Hester
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Occasionally,
there’s a stranger standing
right where I’m supposed to be.
Foreign flesh, pushing against the
inside of my skin.
Her words are not my own.
Shape
and voice unfamiliar.
Who is this person crowding
out my thoughts and leaving
no room for me?

Aegean
Tim Hudson
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genesis
Rinnah Shaw
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In Limbo
Mer Fenton

The extra split second of suspense
waiting for fingers to be release
held captive by soda-stained keys
the familiar rhythm uncomfortably disturbed.
The echoing strain
as eyes feel the magnetic pull
towards an airplane TV
endlessly searching for dialogue gone MIA.
Shredded fingers and cracked lips
wind-burnt lungs and throbbing eardrums
pulsating temples
the familiar ache.
Peeling t-shirts off of backs
making sense of childhood love
soaking in tri-colored LEDs
questioning validity.
Past stages feeling like distant memories
old therapy now feeling like a chore
memories linger out of habit instead of desire
assumptions of immaturity mask diluted longing.
stringy hair from groping fingers
shattered nailbeds from shameful sabotage
magenta stains covering past identities
nighttime risks saturating your pace.
silence fills your ear at night
isolation creaks around your fingers
slow beating heart serves as singular passage of time
as hot summer nights slowly tick by.
The sensations of waiting
29

Fading Identity of a Mixed Girl
Paula Todhunter

Imagine your people don’t know you.
This bond between brothers and sisters that goes beyond genes and blood
and experience, yet is somehow rooted in it all.
You don’t know them, but you know you’ve felt their pain.
You’ve swallowed your broken tears as slurs that
demean your very existence are laughed off as ignorance,
straightened your hair week after week and called it
“Easier” as your curls were stripped of their wonder,
mourned the bodies of your brothers laying in the street in
their own blood, holes in their backs, hands on their throats.
You’ve hated yourself
until you found the strength not to.
These are your people
But do they think so?
Their eyes don’t meet yours as you walk down the sidewalk
Soon you stop looking
They don’t acknowledge you when you sit next to them in class
Soon you find a new spot
Your conversations with them shrink every time you speak
Soon you stop trying
You call them by name and they forget yours
I am not known by my people
I wonder if they’re still mine
I wonder if they ever were
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Sammy
Jazmin Tuscani
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Like Dreaming
Ben Kiers

The four intersections around the city square were all
blinking red through the falling snow, stop signs for the
night. The snow was wet and dense and came down
steadily in the late evening darkness, sticking out against
the black sky as it passed through cones of light cast by
streetlamps. The storefronts were all dark, and the streets
were empty except for a woman who decided to brave
the snow for a drink. No luck. She stood in front of a line
of sleeping buildings, unwilling to hibernate like the rest
of the city. She wasn’t wearing a scarf, and her naked
hands were balled up inside her coat pockets. Clearly,
she had counted on the bar being open despite the severe weather warnings. Where else could she go? She
stood on the sidewalk facing the town hall from across
the street. Snow had accumulated on top of her head
and her shoulders, and she wondered how long it would
be before her feet were covered as well. Perhaps they already were – something about her padded environment
made it difficult to keep track of time. She turned her
gaze toward one of the blinking stoplights. Maybe, if she
stood there long enough, the snow would cover her entire
body. Like being burned at the stake, losing feeling in the
feet and the legs first, and eventually passing out as the
snow built itself up.
She looked down. The laces of her boots were still visible. Disappointment. Losing interest, she brought her attention back to the stoplight. It blinked, on and off…She
broke the snow around her feet and walked slowly toward
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the intersection. Her eyes were fixed straight ahead, and
she stepped off the sidewalk and into the street. The snow
crunched quietly underneath her shoes as she walked. Her
pace slowed as she neared the center of the intersection,
and then she stopped, right in the middle. This was new.
This was exciting. She had never stood in an intersection
for longer than a few seconds and had definitely not stood
in the center of one, the crosshairs, slowly rotating her
field of vision to survey every avenue. It was fascinating.
Tires usually tread this terrain, not human feet. In fact,
she was certain that she must be one of the first people to
stand in that particular spot.
She closed her eyes and felt the pavement push her up
into the air; she floated, immune to the elements. Cars
began to cross through the intersection, only a few at
first, then more, until there was a steady flow of traffic
under the light. Her feet hung just above the mirrors of
each passing car, and she could feel the air reverberate
around her when they passed. Looking down one of the
avenues, to the east, she saw the rising sun shimmering
over a sea of cars that flowed steadily toward her. The
snow was melting, and as it did, her coat and boots and
everything she was wearing dissolved into the air.
She opened her eyes. Damn. The snow was back, and so
were her clothes; the cars and the sun were gone. Snow
was collecting on her boots again, more than before, and
the snowfall appeared to be picking up speed. She lifted
her feet to shake off the snow, and as she did, she noticed

a taxi slowly making its way to her. She faced it, and it
pulled into the intersection and stopped. Just one car. She
wanted the sea of cars.
“Ma’am? Everything alright?” the cab driver poked his
head out of the car. She didn’t respond right away, and
he continued, “You need a ride someplace?”
She looked down at the snow. She didn’t really want to
leave, did she?
“I think I’ll just walk, thank you.”
“Radio says it’s gonna pick up, ma’am. Do you live near
here?”
Near? Physically, maybe. She’d never really felt like she
was at home anywhere; wasn’t sure if she ever would.
“I can walk.”
The cab driver stared at her hesitantly, but decided it
wasn’t worth fighting and rolled his window back up.
As he slowly drove past, she looked to the east again. It
seemed as good a direction as any, so she started walking
out of the square. The snow really was picking up, and she
couldn’t see past a block in front of her. She walked slowly,
steadily lifting her feet out of the snow and back into it,
each step a singularly conscious effort. One by one, by one,
by one. It’s the rhythm of things that keeps you sane. Patterns, predictable and efficient at their best, help you focus
your mind on more important things. Like dreaming.
It wasn’t windy at all, and the snow fell exactly perpendicular to the ground. As she distanced herself from the
city square, the streetlamps grew sparser, and she walked
through long stretches of darkness split by brief splotches

of orange light. The street was lined with houses now,
most of their windows covered by curtains so that only
soft light was able to escape. People were stingy with what
they had. Warmth, light, you can’t let them out into the
snowy night, or they’ll run away from you. If you want
to go out, you’ve got to be cold. They didn’t understand,
but she did.
She stopped again. Perhaps she had come down a deadend street, or maybe the snow was just falling more heavily now than it had been before, but she couldn’t see anything in front of her. She stood on the edge of the last
pool of light on the street. Her surroundings caught up
with her, like the wake of a boat that has stopped moving. The road next to her was barely discernible from
the sidewalk that she stood on; both were submerged in
snow. The streetlamp branched over and above her, casting her shadow into the darkness. Her head must have
been just outside the cone of light, because when she
looked ahead there was nothing, only darkness. It was
mesmerizing. She needn’t close her eyes this time – anything could exist in the space in front of her.
She took a step forward, and another – and on the third,
she was stepping into the air. She floated, and her mind
went to work. She could go anywhere and be anything,
she was stepping into emptiness, to fill and be filled.
Warmth came from within her, ready to occupy the
space around her.
Then she was back, staring at the city hall. She blinked
and looked down at her feet. Her laces weren’t quite
covered yet.
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Walking Home On Main Street
Mary Newenhisen
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Stoplight
Logan Lockhart
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momentum
Rinnah Shaw
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my second cousin gave birth to her
eighth child going 80 miles per hour
in december at midday,
labor heaving too quick for her
ragged husband to
pull over, so she
cupped soft hands between
strained thighs and
guided new life beside the
glove compartment, soft
crown breaching
just above black
carpet, hot
metal, flashing
pavement — thrust
into a world already
spinning.

Burst
Ross Kimbrell
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Table for Two
Noah Huseman

I sit alone in a blue, leather booth amidst the familiar,
comfortable racket of the Friday night dinner rush. Families and couples and friends sit all around talking and
laughing and texting. I look down at my phone. 8:02
P.M. and a text that reads, “Sorry I’m running late!”
Another few minutes pass before the bell clangs against
the black-framed, glass door announcing the arrival of
a new customer. I look up and see her, nose red from
the winter weather, bundled up snugly in her favorite red
coat. She sweeps the room, probably noting all the people we used to know just like I did, before she notices me
in the corner and walks my way.
Me: “Hey.”
She slides in the booth opposite me.
Her: “Hey.”
We both look away. My eyes drift towards the TV on
the far side of the restaurant. Some basketball game is
on—a blue team and a yellow team—but I can’t make
out the name or the score. Everyone else is looking at
the screen above my head. I picked the wrong side of
the table.
I look back to her. She’s staring out the window.
Me: “So… school is going good?”
Her: “Yeah! Yeah, it’s good… real good.”
She looks down at the ceramic bowl of oyster crackers
overflowing in front of her. I linger on her fair, blonde
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hair for a moment, remember how it use to smell like a
bouquet of wildflowers after she got out of the shower. I
shake my head and inspect my crackers the same way she
did hers. I look outside at the cold, December sky: grey
clouds stretch from horizon to horizon, powdering the
Skyline parking lot with a light dusting of snow. I turn
back to my crackers.
Me: “That’s good.”
Her: “Yeah, it is.”
Waitress: “Can I start you two with something to drink?”
Me: “I’ll have a—”
Her: “Maddie? It’s been so long! Are you still at UK?”
Maddie: “Oh my god, Jess! I didn’t even see you guys
come in!”
I sigh, pick up an oyster cracker, and reach for the hot
sauce bottle near the window of our booth.
Jess: “Yeah, Noah and I were just grabbing dinner.”
Maddie: “Well, that’s just great. I didn’t expect you guys
to be back in town tonight! I’m guessing this will be on
one check?”
Me: “No, we’ll be on separate checks tonight. And I’d
love a water.”
I give her a short smile as she looks back and forth between “us two.” Jess orders a Cherry Coke as usual, and
Maddie says she’ll be right back with our drinks.

I go back to my hot sauce and crackers and parking
lot watching. The doorbell clangs the arrival of four new
patrons: a larger woman and three small kids. They sidle into the booth behind Jess. Jess tries to quietly clear
her throat—I guess to start up a new conversation—but
ends up coughing up a lung, so we sit in a tenuous silence
instead. All the things we’ve left unsaid sit between us
accompanied by ambient Friday-night conversation and
the occasional coughing fit.
Maddie: “One water and one Cherry Coke for you and
you. Are we ready to order?”
She pulls out a blank, white writing pad and a pen.
Skyline is the type of restaurant that doesn’t even have
a menu: you either get a coney or a three-way. I look
at Jess, and she just nods between throat-racking coughs
from behind the nook of her elbow.
Me: “Yeah, I think so… I’ll have three conies—no mustard, no onion… and she wants a small, three-way.”

The mom behind Jess has her fingers brain-deep in her
son’s right nostril—I guess searching for some foreign object—which is either a felony, good parenting, or gross. I
decide it is all three.
Jess clears her throat again. Successful this time.
Jess: “So, uhm. How’s school for you?”
Me: “It’s good.”
Jess: “Good! Good… that’s good.”
Me: “Yeah, I guess.”
Pause. She looks down at her lap, playing with the rip
in her jeans right above her left knee. She probably wears
those things five times a week. Or she used to anyway.
Me: “Chemistry is hard. My prof is retiring in the spring,
so he’s kind of checked out… At least I hope he’s just
checked out.”
Jess: “Why?”

Maddie gives us another once-over before telling us
it’ll be right out and moving to take the drink orders from
the next table.

Me: “Well, if this isn’t just a fluke year, [chuckle] then I
feel really bad for the last twenty—”

Jess (raspy): “Hey (swallows), can I get a drink of your water?”

Me: “Oh. We’re diving right on into this thing.”

Me: “Yeah, of course. Sorry.”
I slide my water across the green-top table and grab
her bowl of crackers; she never eats them anyway. She
takes the smallest possible sip of water that could still
reasonably call for her to swallow. The commentator on
the TV above me addresses a panel of “sports experts”
analyzing the first half of the Kentucky basketball game.

Jess: “No, I mean why did you do it?”
She looks me dead in the eye, and I look back. Her
eyes are a beautiful, laughing blue. Her nose is like a little
button in a sea of freckles dotting her pale, white skin.
Her lips curl up at the edges like a hopeful ending to a
sad story. I start to think about all the ifs and what ifs. If
we had been closer; if we had gone farther; if we had
stopped sooner. What if we tried this again?
Me: “I guess—”
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Maddie: “And here are your conies… and your threeway! Can I get you two anything else?”

saying it right—”

Jess: “No, I think we’re good.”

Me: “—but this is going to be better for both of us. It just
might take some time.”

Maddie: “Okay! I’ll be back with your checks.”
She puts an emphasis on the s, and once she walks
away, I go back to looking anywhere but at Jess.
Jess: “I thought we were good, Noah? I thought we were
doing okay?”
Me: “We were. It’s just… like…”
Jess: “It’s what? We were good!”
She starts tearing up and looks away. I catch a glance
from Mrs. Nose Picker.
Me: “Yeah, we were good. But just because something
is good, that doesn’t mean that it’s what we need to be
doing. Or that it’s the right thing.”
Jess: “What does that even mean, Noah?”
I lean forward and rest my forearms on the table. Our
food remains untouched for the time being.
Me: “Look. I loved you, Jess. I cared about you; I still
care about you. It’s just…”

Jess: “Bullshit.”
I start, but Maddie is back with our checks (emphasis
on the s) and asks if everything is tasting alright. We
smile and politely respond. Maddie stays just a few seconds too long. I stare at my untouched food, and my
heart hurts a little bit. This is my only chance to get
Skyline this break and now it’s cold. I swallow my disappointment and take a bite while I can. Jess just twists the
spaghetti around her fork with seemingly no intentions
of ever bringing the tangle of noodles, chili, and cheese
to her mouth.
Me: “You probably should eat that.”
Jess: “I can’t.”
I shrug and continue trying to enjoy my cold, conies.
Me: “Alright, suit yourself.”

Pause. I lean back and look out the window again. I
can’t think and look at people at the same time.

After a minute or two, she sets her fork down with a
clank. I grab a napkin and wipe off my fingers. Mrs. Nose
Picker and her kids get up to leave. She shoots me another look. I give her a nod and a curt wave.

Me: “It’s just that it wasn’t working. We were never on
the same page; we were just too close to realize it.”

Jess: “You have to give me one real reason before we
leave.”

Jess: “What does that mean? Like, that doesn’t make any
f—ing sense. You loved me, so you broke up with me? We
were too close?”
Me: “Look, I know it doesn’t make sense, Jess; I’m not
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Jess: “You got that much right.”

I wait. Thinking.
Jess: “I can live with one for now. I just need something,
Noah.”

I take a drink of my water and watch the family leave
the restaurant and file into their minivan. I try to picture
the future I once envisioned with Jess—the one we used
to talk about lying together staring at her basement’s
stucco ceiling—but the image is blurry. I don’t remember
where we first went wrong. When the magic ran out. The
minivan engine purrs outside, and the headlights reveal
heavy snowflakes now falling.
Me: “I don’t know when it happened or even why, so I
can’t give you those answers. I don’t know if I’ll ever be
able to. I never meant to hurt you, but I understood that
pain was inevitable. You were going to be hurt. Whether
that was sooner or later was my decision, and sooner hurt
you less.”
Pause. She won’t look away.
Me: “You weren’t growing. You were stagnant. You were
depending on me and I was two-hundred miles away.”
Jess: “Noah, that’s—”
Me: “Just listen, okay? You wanted a reason.”
I’m not even looking at her at this point. The snow
outside falls heavy, covering the ground with a serene
grace. Smoothing out the rough imperfections into one
sheet of pristine white.
Me: “You have to learn that you don’t need me. You
need friends, Jess. I can’t be your best friend, your life
and joy, the center of your heart, your everything. You
have to be able to function outside of me. All that Nicholas Sparks shit? It’s a lie. It’s too much for you to put on
one person, and until you figure out that you are enough,

that you are whole, that… that you have value just the
way you are right this very moment, then you will never
be happy. You are giving the people around you a weight
none of us can bear, and I’m not doing it anymore. As
much as it kills me, Jess—and don’t you dare think I’m
not hurting—I am doing this so you can figure out that
you are worth something. Stop hating yourself so much.”
I finish at a near whisper. The silence hangs in the air
like the scene of a fatal car crash. My heart beats heavy
against my Adam’s apple. My face burns like a red coal.
She looks like a cadaver. If I had the capacity at the time,
I would have wondered where all the blood goes when it
flees our extremities. I learned in Biology that our blood
rushes to where we are damaged; that’s why we bruise. I
would have wondered where all the blood goes.
We sit in silence until she can’t take it anymore. She
snatches her bill and gets up without saying a word. I only
distantly hear the clanging of the bell rattling against the
glass door, as if I were watching a movie through the
back window of a minivan. I sit sipping on my water,
unaware of the other tables emptying around me. The
manager asks me to leave. I blink, not registering. They
closed ten minutes ago, and I need to pay my bill. I apologize and leave a twenty on the table.
I exit, slip-slide my way across the snow-covered parking lot to my mom’s 2012 Silver Ford Edge. Snow invades the interior when I open the door. I fumble for the
key and slide it in the ignition.
Click click click.
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Out of Yogurt
Ben Kiers
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You Just Don’t Get It
Ben Kiers
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Sorry About the Mess
Ben Kiers
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On the Way
Jimmy Schantz

Of the 50 states in this great union, folks in 49 of them
would call us crazy. But not the people who reside in the
state that “Shoeless Joe” Jackson once famously mistook
as heaven. No, driving 50 miles out of the way for a pancake is just called common sense if you’re in Iowa.
It is about a seven-hour drive from my hometown in Indiana to Iowa City, Iowa. Growing up, we made the trek
sometimes four times a year to visit my aunt and uncle.
Seldom (if ever) was there a trip gone by when we wouldn’t
make the 25-mile journey straight west for a pancake before heading back east to Indiana. We were just stopping
“on the way” back home my dad would always joke. I
wasn’t too old before I realized we were actually heading in the complete wrong direction. But then again, the
wrong direction is a completely subjective phrase. The
wrong direction is simply a state of mind, a bad attitude.
Or, in this case, it is simply ignorance to never having tasted the world’s best pancake. But I hold no contempt for
the poor people that scoff at the idea of turning a seven-hour trip into eight in order to eat a pancake because it
takes great faith to believe a pancake is really, truly worthy
without ever having tasted it for themselves.
The Hawkeye state boasts exactly two things that are the
greatest, or at least biggest, on planet earth. The first is
the world’s largest truck stop, something you might recall if you’ve ever gone cross-country on America’s most
accessed highway. If you continue a little further west
bound on I-80, you will pass the other. However, this

world wonder is not marked by an enormous neon billboard. Instead, the only indication of its existence is a
little brown sign that most people miss altogether. But, if
you did happen to see this sign you might have voiced the
question, “What are the Amana Colonies?” Although
that question was never raised by me or my two sisters
while riding in the back of our decade-old Ford minivan, my dad always reminded us of the answer every
time that little brown sign came into sight, I suppose in
case we forgot.
“The Amanas were settled by Germans way back in
the 1850’s,” he would begin. “They were seeking religious freedom from the Presbyterian, wait no Lutheran
church. They decided to live in communal societies and
there are actually 7 colonies here, not just the one. . .”
And then my mom would rescue us by cutting him off
saying, “they are like Iowa’s version of the Amish.”
Because the Amana Colonies served as a commune for
nearly 80 years, they take pride in continuing to serve
their meals family-style. Nearly every table in the dining room is large enough to seat ten. More often than
not, these tables are full. Sometimes large families gather
round the tables and sometimes groups of friends. Yet,
it is not uncommon that strangers also circle the table,
coming together in the name of pancakes.
Once while we were eating at the Amanas our server,
uniformed in her old-timey garb, disclosed that just last
week a man had come in and managed to eat sixteen
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pancakes. She said she believed this was the record for
most pancakes ever consumed in one sitting. It became
my ritual to announce to my family before walking in
that that record would soon be mine.
It is not long after you are seated until a barrage of food
is loaded onto the table. First comes the toast which is
really only there as a reciprocal for some of the best
strawberry jam you’ve ever tasted. But, before you can
even finish covering your slice of toast, plates piled with
mounds of sausage and bacon, still sizzling, are placed in
front of you. Then come the eggs and the fresh, locally
grown melons and berries. If you’re not careful, before
you know it, you’ve committed a horrible sin. You realize
you didn’t save room for a pancake — let alone a shot at
the record!
However, that is merely a rookie mistake. Only first-timers, outsiders, and the supremely dim-witted ever make it
because, once you taste an Amana pancake, you learn to
resist what the Bible refers to as low-hanging fruit (even if
it is steaming or sizzling right in front of you). You know
that these pancakes are truly worth the wait. So, I might
have half a piece of toast and strip of bacon to be polite,
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but then I wait patiently for the pancakes to come.
Then, when you think you cannot resist the mounds of
temptations piled up in front of you any longer, there
they come. Due to the enormous size of these pancakes
sometimes three or even four servers are required to
bring them out. They are served on dinner plates with
their crispy edges jutting off over the sides. They are incredibly thin and yet lack no substance. Their color, a
deep golden hew. This is when all conversation ceases
because the greatest task of the hour, spreading a little
too much butter on the them before they cool, has arrived. After this is done some of the more liberal pancake
eaters choose syrup. I suppose if you asked for A-1 Sauce
at a Ruth’s Chris they might also indulge you, but I am a
traditionalist. These pancakes were made to stand alone.
When the only sound at the table becomes the clank of
silverware, I sit and slowly savor every unadulterated bite.
When you’re in Iowa and you say that you are going to
stop at the Amana’s “on the way home” you will find
there are no eyebrows raised. There are only well-wishes.

Working food service on holidays
Jessica Dundas

New Year’s Eve
but the customers still come
so we don party hats
over headsets
a mockery
of freedom
and hope the glitter
doesn’t fall off
on their fries
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A Friendly Smile
Abby Braswell
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Carousel
Kelly Abraham
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Snuffed
Timothy Pietz

A seaport, a tavern, a sailor’s jaunt
An alley, a shack, a harlot’s haunt
A street of grungy piss-stained stones
An urchin huddled, skin and bones

A light, a light, a light in the dark
Flickering faintly but finding its mark
Metal clinks gently, the lamp burns and glows
The lamplighter glances the lamplighter goes

The night is moonless, clouds roll on
The stars blink once and then they’re gone
The wind it whispers, soft yet grim
The streetlamp wavers, dying, dim

The snow it drifts in sheets of white
Snowflakes dance through burning light
The streetlamp smokes and sputters out
The snow falls silent all about

A light, a light, a light in the dark
Flickering faintly but finding its mark
Metal clinks gently, the lamp burns and glows
The lamplighter glances, the lamplighter goes

A cough, a sniff, then nothing more
The alley’s silent as before
And in the dark, not one can see
The child huddled in the street

A woman tall, with flaxen hair
Her dress is tattered, feet are bare
She crouches lower, shivers, waits
Her customer is running late

Her golden hair is veiled in white
Her lips are chapped and pressed in fright
But mother said to wait, to wait
Even now, when mother’s late

A snowflake tosses in the wind
And kisses cold against her skin
She flinches slightly, shivers, sighs
And squeezes shut her painted eyes

A light, a light, a light in the dark
Flickering faintly but finding its mark
Metal clinks gently, the lamp burns and glows
The lamplighter sighs, for the lamplighter knows

The lamp across the alley’s way
Blinks once, then twice, then dies away
The woman hears the footsteps near
The woman sheds an unseen tear
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Blaze
Stephen White
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The Vagrant Pain
Kaitlyn Gillenwater

Vagrant pain, deaf and dumb,
My pounding head asks why you’ve come;
Thoughtless, ugly, smelly, crude,
Getting fat on my soul’s food.
Who on earth gave you the keys?
Leave today; I gave no lease.
Stomping on my floor like cattle,
Why do you make life a battle?
Vagrant pain, deaf and dumb,
My pounding head asks why you’ve come.
Rude intruder, do you hear?
Rude intruder, living here.
I am scared, and I am tempted,
All my courage deeply dented,
To leave my house and come back never—
Handing you the deed forever.
But this is my house, so I’ll stay,
Searching for another way.
Reckless pain, away from me!
Reckless pain, away from me!
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The Mourne Mountains
Luke Holwerda
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Conflict Before Dawn
Grace Bennet
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Dream world halts / sea-eyes escape deep slumber.
The world around him / still-aired and black,
Greets him with silence. / Heart beats pound,
Desperately searching for sound / to match its battle song.
Sullen soldier-thoughts race / through a war-torn mind,
Each weary one struggling / makes little sense of muddied head.
Ever listening ears opened / towards the Father’s heaven-home
Yearning for a half-voice / to help hopeless army make a choice.
They’d gone so long / battered and bruised, helpless, hopeless,
And far from the Father’s heart. / Though up and to arms,
They were weary and worn. / Rugged wind swept the silent moor,
Grasping at blood-brothers / War-torn, this mighty crusade,
Was his nightly guilt-battle / waking, then searching,
Then ever longing / for Father-King’s commanding voice.
This, the sweetest glory-gift / given of grace,
Bestowed upon men / and loathed by hateful demon-hearts.
This was his life-quest / and constant conflict.
To stay awake was to continue / onward the search,
And sleep was to surrender / to desires of a wretched heart.
Did his army dare fight; him keep awake? / or choose to drift
Dripping back / to his lifeless dream-state.

“Father, speak to me!” / He met the silence from inside.
“So long I’ve waited! Hear me, my King! / I here am nothing,
Find and guide me, hear my plea / before I’m given to sleep!”
Nothing. Nothing was the reply. / Cold-darkness swept the room,
Sweet-sickness enveloped him / that in the morn he’d rue.
Glassy ocean-eyes poured salt-stains / upon a bleak terrain.
One by one soldier-thoughts fell / dropping dead again,
As weary eyes began to sag / filled with deep grief-rain.
Unconscious he almost was / demon-hearts dark mockery
Glad that he’d given up / and that light once more was dim.
Stiff, his breathless body lay / worthless dream-armor
Begins decay / heart-beat battle-song silenced.
Still. Black. Darkness. / A moment. Two. Three.
Life-breath surges suddenly / straight from royal lungs.
Sky-eyes open heavenward / Kingdom-light illuminates.
Father-King’s voice / breaks silent solitude;
“Soldier-son, weep not / for not long ago I told:
“Behold, I am with you always, / fear not,
Look unto the hills / from whence cometh thine help.”
Once dead in transgressions, / raised new soldier thoughts
Life-light banished darkness / dawn breaks; beginnings new.
Grateful heart restored, / thankful mind renewed.
Blood-brothers, soldier-thoughts / gave glory once again.
Now Glory-King’s men / steady hearted and redeemed.
Lacking nothing, living now. / Light-life saved lost soul.
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Castle at Dundrum
Luke Holwerda
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The Wheel
Kharis Rutherford
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Rationale
Rylie Harrison

She released her breath as the pain subsided.
Four minutes and sixteen seconds.
They were getting closer together.
Still, as real as the pain was, Hannah could not fully believe
she was in labor. She was only twenty-five weeks pregnant.
She still had fifteen weeks left. But it was happening. She
was dilated six centimeters and progressing fast.
Her phone buzzed on the bed next to her. She picked it
up and read the text from her husband: Concert just ended.
About an hour-ish away from the hospital. Be there as soon as I
can. Love you!
She dropped the phone back onto the white knit blanket
covering her lap. Tears welled in Hannah’s eyes as her
chest grew tight. Leaning her head back against the pillow, she fought the rising fear threatening to take over her
mind. The last five months’ worth of doubts, shame, and
anxiety pounded in her head.
How could they possibly make this work? One bad decision had led them into a storm of problems, judgment,
and chaos. Did they really think they could build a life
out of that?
The screen of her phone lit up, alerting her to a text from
her mom. Dad just picked me up. We should get there in about 3
hours. Hang in there, sweetie. It will be okay.
Hannah rolled her eyes. Sure it will, she thought.
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She adjusted herself in the bed, careful not to disturb the
fetal heart monitor strapped across her abdomen. Highpitched beeping from the machines grated on her raw
nerves.
The door handle clicked, and a nurse in pair of navy
scrubs walked in. At first, Hannah didn’t notice that it
was a different nurse than the one who came in last time.
She didn’t think she could be faulted for the mistake.
They all seemed to look the same: scrubs, hair pulled
back in a tight bun, plastered on smile hiding exhausted
eyes.
“Good evening. How are you feeling?” the nurse asked,
walking straight toward the whining machines.
“Fine,” Hannah replied.
“Good,” the nurse said, eyes still on the screen in front of
her. “You’re looking good so far. Someone will be in later
to check on you again.” Without looking at Hannah, the
nurse turned and left.
Hannah sighed. Was it normal to have so many different
nurses rotating in and out? Maybe the ward was busy.
A sudden muffled scream cut through the wall, sending
Hannah’s heart into a racing spell. Her shoulders tightened as she thought about how that would soon be her.
Then she would have a newborn. Then… what?
She remembered telling her roommate that she would
not be returning to campus the next fall, but that she

and Mark would be getting married that summer. It
hadn’t taken her long to figure out why. And it took
even less time for the word to spread to the whole floor,
then to the dorm, until it seemed like everyone on campus knew. Hannah had not expected to receive such
scorn at a public university.
Amazingly, church had been even worse. No one talked to
her directly anymore, only about her. She remembered the
first time she caught it: back in August when her body first
started showing signs of her pregnancy. As she shuffled
through the lobby, carefully avoiding the people around
her, she cast a glance to her right and caught Mrs. DuPont
eyeing her stomach and breasts. The shriveled old woman shifted her eyes and met Hannah’s with a sneer before
leaning over to Mrs. DiAngello and whispering. Hannah’s
ears and cheeks burned as she desperately pushed her way
through the crowd, feeling like a rabbit cornered by coyotes. Not long after that, even the women she considered
friends stopped talking to her.
But the worst, the one that cut deepest, was the rejection
she hadn’t anticipated.
She sat there on the squishy, worn leather loveseat, wishing she could sink into the cushions and disappear. Mark
sat beside her. Sweat slicked both of their hands, but
Hannah clung to him as though her life depended on
it. Though he projected a calm air, Hannah knew Mark
was as rattled as she was.
She swallowed hard as she watched her future motherin-law, Silvia, take a seat on the couch to their left. Mark’s
father, Hank, sat across the room from them in an old
blue recliner.

“Honestly, it shocked us when Mark told us he’d proposed,” Silvia said, her face split in a wide smile. “I
mean, we knew he wanted to, but we thought that would
be a little way down the road. But, we’re thrilled and we
think y’all are gonna be great together.”
Hannah forced a smile. At least they’re happy. That means they
don’t secretly hate me.
“So, are you guys looking at the summer after graduation?” Hank asked. “‘Cause if you’ll hear me out, I think
waiting until that fall might be better.”
Mark cleared his throat, his Adam’s apple bobbing wildly. “Actually, Dad, we’re gonna get married this summer.”
The smiles on both of their faces vanished. Mark’s mom
turned her body toward them.
“What?” his father asked. “That’s so soon. School’s almost over for the year. You both still have two years left.
Why so soon?”
Hannah watched a bead of sweat trickle down the back
of Mark’s neck. Her heart raced, urging her to get up
and run, but her legs would not move. She drew in a
deep breath as Mark answered, “Well, Hannah’s pregnant.”
Silence.
An icy tension filled the room, wrapping around Hannah
and threatening to squeeze the breath from her lungs.
Daring to look up, Hannah met a glare shooting from
Silvia’s eyes that pierced her to a depth she couldn’t fathom. No grace. No sadness. No love. She could only feel
indignation and hatred drilling a hole in her chest.
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Shaking her head, Hannah desperately fought to clear
the memory, but the burn of their eyes, the weight of
their anger and disappointment was seared in her mind.
Tears slipped from her eyes. Blood pulsed in her temples.
Her phone buzzed again. Wiping away the tears, Hannah lifted her phone. An email from her professor about
Monday’s test popped up.
Hannah scoffed. There was no way she was making
that. She would have to drop all her classes and eat the
failing grades.
Would she actually be able to continue school? She already had to work part time, and now she would have
an infant. She and Mark could not both go to school and
work. They were drowning in debt as it was.
Drawing a deep breath, she pressed her hand over her
eyes. If she took even two days off work, they might not
make rent. Her parents could not help any more and
Mark’s parents refused. The façade of faith and certainty she had fashioned imploded and her body convulsed
with sobs.

Hannah shook her head, shocked by what she had just
thought. It went against everything she knew and believed.
How could she possibly consider something like that?
But, then again, it could almost be considered logical.
She was in labor fifteen weeks early. Surely the baby
would have some sort of problem associated with premature birth, and there was no way she and Mark could
afford the extra medical costs. Besides, extended hospital
stays would require her to take even more time off work.
Adoption was not an option. Mark had been very clear
that he intended to take responsibility and be a father to
their child. Hannah was not sure if he understood what
a huge commitment that was.

Another contraction quickly built, cutting off her crying.
The invisible length of barbed wire tightened, digging
into her muscles. She fought the urge to scream.

She, on the other hand, more than understood. Feelings
of inadequacy had haunted her every day since Mark
made his little speech. How could she be a mother? She
was nineteen. She was a physics major; she thought in
logic and math. She had zero experience with kids. How
could she know the difference between a pain-cry and a
hungry-cry? She had no business raising a child.

No hope. No options. Hannah knew they would end up
on the street.

It would be better to end the pregnancy than let me screw up a
kid’s life.

The contraction released its death-grip and a word
formed in her brain.
Abortion.
Abortions up to twenty-six weeks were legal in Colorado.
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Mark would never have to know. The doctors couldn’t
tell Mark or her parents anything without her consent.
She could abort the baby and claim it was a stillbirth.

Her phone buzzed. Then again. Then again.
She looked down and saw Mark’s contact photo. He was
trying to call her.
No, she couldn’t talk to him right now, not when she was
considering this.

The phone dropped from her hand, which flew straight
to her stomach before she fully registered how much pain
she was in. She felt her legs drawing up toward her middle. Time disappeared. She couldn’t breathe, couldn’t
think. Oh God…

Her phone buzzed. A text from Mark. Hey, I tried calling
you. Can you please pick up?

Finally, the vice loosened. Her legs stretched out again
as she exhaled. Her forehead was damp. That one was
much worse, and closer to the last one. Even though she
needed Mark to stay away, she found herself wishing he
was with her.

Her heart began to pound. It was a race against the clock.

What would he say if he ever found out? Would he be
able to forgive her? She had mentioned the possibility
before they got engaged, but Mark would not even hear
her out.

A knot formed in her stomach and she swallowed hard.
She fought to control her breathing, feeling as though
her heart would fly out of her chest.

What if he found out somehow? Or what if he didn’t? She
would have to live with the secret for the rest of her life.
But at least they would be able to make a living.
And it wasn’t like she was against having kids in the future. There was no question in her mind that Mark would
make a fantastic dad. Given time, she might even be an
okay mom. But for now, it wasn’t possible. She wished
she could make Mark see that, but he was set in what he
wanted. In a way, he had only left her with one option.
Her phone buzzed again. Mark was trying to call again.
She denied the call.
She hated the idea of going behind his back, but she
hated the idea of starving under a bridge more. The
baby would probably die anyway if they couldn’t afford
medical treatment. She was just saving them from going
under in the process.

If she was going to do it, she had to act fast. She needed
ask the doctor how long the procedure would take. The
next time he came in to check her, she would ask.
This is crazy, she thought. What am I doing?
I’m doing the logical thing. I’m making sure my husband and I can
make a living.

The click of the door handle startled her back to the real
world. A slender, slightly haggard nurse stepped into the
room. “Good evening, Mrs. Daniels. I’m here to replace
your IV bag,” she said, showing Hannah the saline bag
in her hand. She unhooked the empty bag from the stand
and reached up to hook on the new one. Her graying
hair was pulled back in the same tight bun.
Hannah cleared her throat and turned toward the nurse.
She opened her mouth to ask about an abortion, but the
words caught in her throat. Could she actually say the
words out loud? If she said them, she could never take
them back.
The nurse turned toward her and smiled; not a big fake
one, but small and gentle. “We’ve got the nic-u on standby for as soon as the baby is born,” she said. “I know
you’re probably scared right now, but don’t worry. We’re
gonna do everything we can for you and your baby.
Would you like to hear your baby’s heartbeat?”
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“Oh, I don’t—”
The rhythmic, train-like sound filled Hannah’s ears. She
froze, mesmerized. A strange, contemplative air settled
over her. She remembered the first time she had heard
it, so early on when the only thing to indicate her pregnancy was 24/7 heartburn. It had not seemed real until
that moment. Somehow, hearing that heartbeat made it
click in her mind that there was another person inside
her. Mark had been with her. His eyes misted when he
first heard it. He’d squeezed her hand tight, a soft smile
tugging at the corners of his mouth. The technician left
the room for a moment, leaving them to listen to the
heartbeat fill the silence.
And she had nearly stopped it.
Hannah choked out a sob, tears filling her eyes.
Stop, stick to the plan, she told herself. It’s just a fetus.
A fetus that had bloated and morphed her body into
something unrecognizable. One that had brought scorn
and shame to her and her husband. A fetus that kicked
incessantly from 1:00 to 3:45 AM. A fetus that didn’t allow her to have caffeine, or it would be active all day and
night. A fetus that had habits and personality.
The nurse cocked her head to the side, concern filling
her eyes. “Are you okay?”
Hannah covered her mouth and shook her head.
The nurse gave her a sympathetic smile. “That’s okay.
Just take it one minute at a time. Do you want me to stay
or should I go?”
“I—” Her voice broke. She didn’t want anyone around,
but she didn’t think she could bear being alone. “I
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want—I want a way out…. But I can’t do it.” She forced
herself to look up at the nurse.
She was met with soft eyes and a knowing look. “I understand. It’s okay. Do whatever you have to do.”
Hannah nodded, sniffing. She could not fight the thought
that the baby was human. It had a heartbeat. It had habits.
It had patterns. And even if it wasn’t fully human, even if
it just had the potential to be human, that was potential she
couldn’t bring herself to squash. The logic of the abortion
was sound, but so was the logic of keeping the baby. Her
brain couldn’t solve it; she had to go with her gut.
A new contraction wrapped around her abdomen. It was
no longer barbed wire but steak knives, tearing into her
stomach and radiating through her back. Hannah fought
to dominate her fear and her pain. “Just breathe,” said a
voice from somewhere near her. Not possible. Hannah’s
legs drew up and she felt her upper body being pulled
upright. Oh God, she couldn’t breathe. She needed to
breathe. She couldn’t contain the pressure and she let out
a sharp cry. Almost immediately, she fell back against the
pillow and the stabbing slowly stopped.
The nurse glanced at a monitor. “Three minutes and six
seconds between those last two.”
Where was Mark? She needed him. She couldn’t go
through with the abortion.
They would all be fine. She had no idea how, but it would
happen. It had to. Whatever came next, it wasn’t worth
stopping that heartbeat.

A Son Reaps
Clayton Wright

So soft a blade once used for slaying wheat
Sits in my hand held captive by a growing
Sense of what could be if Father’s blood fell
Gently to the floor. As chaff sheds from
The seed when struck, so too would troubles seem
To shuck if through his well worn shirt I cleaved
With blade in hand, a farming blade, a kindly
Blade once used for slaying wheat. His hand
Now clutches gold hair lifted from the ground
While broken brandy bottle bides its time,
Pond’ring its next stupored motion safely
From a twice-wed hand held high. And I
Await a move my own, affixed by fear,
Yet knowing Mother’s frame can take no more.
Innocent blade turns hard as fear gives way,
And reaping tools bring hard-fought freedom home.
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Murder Begins in an Innocent Heart and A Meal Can Be Prepared with Dainty Fingers
Sam Guinsatao
Peeling an orange
Is like peeling the leather
Off of a dead cow
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peter
Rinnah Shaw
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La Sofia
Luke Holwerda
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Mississippi
Paula Todhunter

We used to drive across the
Lake Street Bridge, usually five
minutes behind schedule, my mom
in the front seat gripping the wheel, Tina’s
mind reading, Scott’s eyes resting, Jerry’s mouth
running. I would turn my head to greet my friend. The
water slowly rocking down its path bordered with vibrant,
joyous trees, bumping into cargo ships, tour boats and
rowing teams. My eyes would follow her as we
turned onto East River Road. Driving alongside
the river our view is spotted, because of
reaching trees trying to hide her beauty.
She will travel through schools of fish,
hungry sharks, and dams. Through
the heart of Minnesota, between Iowa
and Illinois, Missouri and Kentucky, Arkansas
and Tennessee, Louisiana and Mississippi, to find
freedom in the Gulf of Mexico. Constantly changing,
yet she was always there. Where does she go from there?
All around the world I suppose. I wondered if I’d ever see
the same river as the one who’d been there the day I
started preschool or the day I ran up and down the
halls waiting for mom to pick me up or the day
of Tina’s graduation or the day my school
collapsed. I wonder if she, as she
swims past Cuba into the Caribbean
Sea into the Atlantic, does
she ever want to go
back to the
Lake Street Bridge.
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Fungus 1
Jessica Dundas
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Fungus 2
Jessica Dundas
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Dragonfly
Abigail Franklin

I was a month and a half shy of seven when my sister
died. The younger of my brothers, who had reclaimed
his title as the baby of the family, was three and a half.
My mother, in her infinite wisdom, knew that the word
“death” meant nothing to any of us; how were we to
know? She bought a book called Waterbugs and Dragonflies, and if the smaller the coffin the sadder the story, that same ratio would apply to the size of this book.
Waterbugs live underwater and want to know what happens when their friends float to the top and never return.
Three waterbugs make a pact to come back to the water
and tell each other what happens when the time comes.
But once waterbugs become dragonflies, they can never
re-enter the water. Katherine, my mother told us, is a
dragonfly and we are still waterbugs. I think my mother
wanted to be a dragonfly.
I’ve always kept this story in the back of my mind, feeling
strange that I can define my identity through a common
relationship with a bug, but a useful notion nonetheless
that has often provided clarity in moments of floundering in my grief. Whenever I see a dragonfly, my heart
becomes a little heavier in my chest, gravity’s increasing
strain putting weight on my ribcage until it becomes difficult for it to expand and contract as usual.
This dragonfly was beautiful. Down by a small creek
surrounded by flowers, this dragonfly was a metallic
teal color I thought could only be computer generated
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and mass spray painted. How sacrilegious it was of
me to think that humans could create something more
beautiful than God could. This dragonfly was always
within eyesight but never within reach. All at once, I
was reminded again of my status as a waterbug, but this
time my dragonfly was sitting right in front of me. I don’t
believe in reincarnation but I do believe in symbolism,
and isn’t that the same thing? Both things give new life
and meaning to something but not all who see the new
form will understand what it means. This dragonfly
means so much to me but no one on campus that day
would have understood. This dragonfly is the physical
manifestation of the beauty I know my sister would be. It
is always there, out of reach, but close enough to touch
if I tried. I know if I tried, it would fly away. Sometimes
I try to reach out to her: I see her eyes in the color of
the sky, the clouds are the same texture as her hair, but
as soon as I stretch out my arm, she disappears. She
disappears again.
I am a waterbug, but the water around me is that of my
own tears. I am a waterbug, and I can’t see her through
the reflections and refractions of the rays of sun swirling
around me, a reminder that there is always light even
when I do not want it to be there. It is a cruel reminder
that my light now must come from a source other than her.
I am a waterbug, waiting. Waiting. Always, I sit, waiting.

Play
Jaime Wills
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Bruce
Tim Hudson
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Daddy and I Do Drugs
Alexis Harris

Blushed cheeks of butter filled fat,
jutting teeth and sticky thumbs.
My smiles were never fake for you
but you still taught me the measurements
of a perfect high.
You left an addiction for me,
my hand in the sugar bowl.
My face filled out, bursting.
A roll seems to form for each year after goodbye.
My stomach expands. Active yeast rising,
Thighs thick in clouds of baking powder.
Bake me on 350 for seventeen years.
But do you remember how we ate?
When we snorted laughs
and addicted each other to our genetics?
Our guilt crystalized on our fingertips
in saliva coated sugar.
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Dependant
Jazmin Tuscani
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This Great Nation
Anna Poel

america i hear you breathing
hot and rancid, heavy on a fat tongue, leathery lungs like bellows
it’s been so long and your heartbeat is so fast
you are seething with a million kinds of traitors and the foam is on your lips
Traitors
you told them so, america
that the death day could not come for you and the sky went on forever
that anything could happen and nothing would go wrong
you spoke it and it was good.
and every heart clutched at it, every last one of us howled at the open sky and
we mined your heart to fill our vaults and opened your veins to water our fields
and ripped out your stomach to fill our mouths our guts our endless dark
Traitors
america i think you lied
just to stand before me and let me hope
i thought i heard you speak in your own voice
you liar you stole the voices of our millions we thought we knew you
we thought we could kill only you
only that
America i think We’re dying.
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Beacons
Tim Hudson
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Seoul
Kelly Abrahams
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Spinach Girl
Kyrie Lewis

Spinach.
I hate

spinach but
I eat it
when I can. Even though I
don’t like
the taste, I do nothing
to
cover it up, no
dressing, no other vegeta
bles,
no other
feelings or emotions. I eat
it raw. Raw
feeling.
Raw awfulness. Raw
like
the
vulnerable sensation
you get when you
fall
on your face in front of the football
players in the DC. The football
players sit
by the salad bar. The salad bar has my raw spinach. I
don’t
like it raw, I just eat it that way. My
friends make jokes,
but I don’t care, I eat my spinach the way I want to. I gather up a few pieces. I stack them with
the stems all in order. Then I pluck the stems free and leave them on the plate. I don’t like them. I
like the stems less than all the spinach in the world. And I don’t like spinach. Don’t tell me what
to do. I don’t like spinach, but I eat it. I eat it my way. I always eat it my way. Spinach.
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Embrace It
Kaitlyn Gillenwater
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Dead Calm
Anna Poel
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I would like to expire
Politely
I am full of something nasty so if you don’t mind I’ll just reach down my throat
and drag it out
Clenched and dripping
Clotted crumbling black like the inside of an old old old old log
Too dead for roly polys, they moved out when the rot set in
Nothing lives here I don’t think
But I hope I can still fill my lungs
Just enough
To tear out a S C R E A M that knocks you over
To rip the breath clean out and claw everything along with it
Watch the remnants roiling on the floor
Feel my lips dripping with whatever else was in between my ribs
Spit it out
.
sorry

upturned
Grace Meharg

I think about what that day will be like,
Will I know?
Some say they feel it coming.
Others know its arrival long before.

The power of the vertical,
Mixing in my blood.
Death and life
Together in this earthen vessel.

What will it feel like?
To lose this one and gain another,
One that’s celestial.
Losing the darkness in light.

Longing for the celestial
While here in the terrestrial
Waiting to stand in the vestibule
Of my king.

Light,
Without the weight of death
That now pounds in my veins,
Holding me to this earth.

I live today
And I pray tomorrow
In my ears
I’ll hear “well done.”

My eyes are there,
Along with my heart.
Fixed on above,
Longing to taste freedom.

Tears turned to joy,
Mourning to dancing.
My shame dissolved
In glory.

But as I strain forward
To what lies ahead,
I feel the now today.
My heart horizontal.
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Synagogue
Tim Hudson
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Sanctuary
Abbey Chandler

I make myself pull open one of the doors, paint peeling in splinters, and the familiar aroma washes over
me like pain. It smells like new and old books and
trampled carpet and ancient face powder probably
purchased when its owner was twenty-seven and worn
every Sunday since. But age twenty-seven was a long
time ago.
This place was my home. Returning hurts, but it hurts
like lancing an abscess: it stings like hell, but in theory it’ll
get better. Theories can always be wrong, though.
I step into narthex and see stairs on my right. They descend a few steps before they reach a landing and turn
180 degrees to finish their journey to old gray linoleum
and a swinging white door. The stairs almost spiral down
like a princess’s staircase from her high tower. Though
the turns are too abrupt, a little girl could imagine them
to be much grander.
Suddenly, I hear music coming from behind the closed
doors to the sanctuary, but it isn’t Sunday and the music isn’t a hymn. The pitiable piano notes plunk out
the tune of an unknown melody, cheerful and played
much more slowly than it ought to be. I step closer to
the doors, walking past a display of pale yellow, wintergreen, and stark white pamphlets, and the bulletins
from last Sunday. There is a door on my right which
leads to the library, and one on my left to the Cry Room
(a necessity at any church with young families). I want
to watch this unpracticed musician without being seen,

so I slip into the Cry Room and close the door silently
behind me.
Across the left wall are several rocking chairs, but I disregard them at present, turning instead to the wall on my
right. Half the wall has been replaced with one-way glass,
allowing the Cry Room’s occupants to continue watching
the pastor even when their toddlers and infants have no
interest. Through this glass I see the sanctuary: it is fairly
small, with a seating capacity of around a hundred people
in the white wooden pews with itchy brown seat cushions.
There are tall windows climbing both lateral walls, and
there is a large wooden cross behind the communion table. The communion table is three yards from a hexagonal wooden pulpit. In front of the pulpit, off the stage, is
an upright oak piano. This is where the little pianist sits.
She is a girl of about 10 years trying to pick her way
through a song in a battered copy of Alfred’s Piano Lesson Book Level Two. She wears a purple, white, and blue
striped cotton turtleneck topped with a light brown fauxsuede vest. These articles are accompanied by a tiered
purple corduroy skirt and her long dirty-blonde hair
pulled into a low ponytail. She stares at her fingers as she
plays, sneaking glimpses at the notes she must watch herself repeat on the keys. She has almost made it to the end
of the song when a C, D, and F sharp abruptly collapse
into each other.
I can hear her wail through the glass as she throws her
arms up and flops her entire upper body backwards so
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she hangs upside down over the back of the piano bench.
She lies there, motionless, eyes closed, for more than a
minute. Her skin begins to turn red as the blood flows
to her head, but she holds her position, evidently able to
persevere better in areas other than music. I count seventy-six seconds before she rolls over and lands on all fours
on the ancient carpeting. She lies on her stomach and is
out of my sight behind the front pew.

“Hello, Abbey,” the pastor says to the girl, kneeling beside her current pew of refuge.

She only remains out of view for a moment before I see
her army crawling underneath the white wooden pews,
moving towards the back of the sanctuary. She stops
crawling to sneeze, then resumes. She must be imagining herself in some desperate war situation (definitely
involving bombs, blood, and blown-up limbs), a hero
saving her fellow soldier (probably a boy who must now
feel weak at the humiliation of having a girl rescue him).
Her eyes are wide and her mouth a tight line. Distracting
herself from her previous task comes easily.

She ignores the hand held towards her. “What’s the
point?” she asks. “I won’t be able to play after September
anyway. When the church closes I won’t have a piano.”

Behind the white and brown pulpit is a door labeled “Pastor’s Office.” Through this door comes a man, rather tall
and notably thin; his short, curly hair, once black, now
has shakes of salt speckling the pepper throughout; his
eyes have acquired permanent smile lines, and around
his mouth has been etched with frown creases. Wearing
a soft smile and a forest green polo shirt with khakis, he
pads across the stage and down the two stairs, ducking
his head to find the girl under the pews.
I do not condone conventional eavesdropping, but I don’t
believe that it can be considered eavesdropping if you already know what they’re going to say, if you are, in fact,
one of the speakers in the conversation. So I press my ear
to the glass to listen, to partake in this conversation again.
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“Hi, Daddy,” Abbey replies in a moping tone, dismal
from both being interrupted in saving her comrade and
in being caught by her commanding officer.
“I liked listening to you play.” He offers her a hand to pull
her out. “Do you think you’d play some more for me?”

At her words, her daddy’s shoulder’s slump in defeat.
“Your mom and I said that we would try to find another
piano for you to practice on. Maybe you could go over to
your friends’ houses—lots of them have pianos.”
Abbey shrugs.
The pastor still holds out his hand. “Why don’t you come
out and get in as much practice as you can while you still
have this piano?”
She sighs. After a moment, though, she does put her
small hand in his very large one. Together, they accomplish removing her from beneath the pews, and she dusts
herself off.
I have a view of her face and his back as she looks down
at the cowgirl boots on her feet, then slowly draws her
big, sad hazel eyes up to his countenance.
“Daddy,” she whispers, her voice tight, and I am barely
able to hear her. “Daddy... what’s going to happen to us?”
He puts his arms around her and cradles her head
against his chest. She snuggles against him.

“I don’t know, sweetie, but everything is going to be
okay,” he assures her in his gentle voice. “Because I’ve
got you, and we’ve got your Mommy, and your brothers--” her face crinkles, “— and God has all of us. I know
that He has a plan for us. Okay?”
He leans back so he can look in her eyes, but she does
not reciprocate.
She only nods and mouths, “Okay.”
As he kisses her hair, I see tears begin to trickle down her
cheeks, her chin quivering, and I notice familiar hot tears
running in streams down my own face. I close my eyes to
try to blink them away, but the world just gets fuzzier and
starts swimming into one big blob. The pastor and the
little girl and the sanctuary all blend into grey, growing
darker and darker each time I close my eyes until everything is black when I open them.
I am in my bed and my pillowcase is wet. The vision
of the church is gone, replaced by empty blackness. I
squeeze my eyes shut, aching to see it all just one last
time, but nothing comes. I wrap my dark blue Navajo
blanket around my shoulders and allow myself to shake
with sobs the pastor can’t hear. I weep with the waters of

baptism, christening my pillow with the confusion and
hurt that only grace and time can help. Lancing doesn’t
always do the trick.
It’s been nine years since I have been in that little brick
church. It’s been nine years since my dad has had a fulltime job. It’s been nine years since I’ve felt like my family
doesn’t live on emotional and financial tectonic plates.
I miss the church, but there are things I miss more: I miss
the way my dad would smile and how often he would
laugh; I miss knowing that he would be home for lunch;
I miss being able to run to his office and find sanctuary
there because it’s where he was. I miss who my dad was
able to be when the church was still there. Maybe he just
made pastoral calls to the dying so much that part of him
stayed with them.
I know that his spirit still lives somewhere in his body, but
I’m pretty sure it’s hiding and wounded. Maybe he needs
to find his sanctuary and his spirit will feel safe enough to
come out of hiding. God’s got a plan, Daddy, and I know
he’s got you, too.
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praying
Anna Poel

I sit in the lap of heaven and spit
Dribbling strings of half-chewed uncertain words
Poems and stories and creeds and made-up lovesongs
Sung by every idiot who hears their own voice
And to spew all this, sprawling against the arms of God on high,
Is pleasant.
I soothe myself and I self-assure
And I heave dried-up promises into a cold ceramic sky
And the way they wash away into white is pleasant.
So I call that prayer and I call it good,
But sometimes in the breath between a story and the next
There is a stillness around me that I could never match,
A warm and bedrock patience full of completed things.
And I begin again
And pout, wondering why
I can’t hear You praying back.
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The Woman at the Tomb
Alison Bell
Fragile shell of flesh over Eve’s guilt,
Misformed man, misshapen vessel
only good to hold man’s seed, his command, his burden, his shame.
Why fill this form with glory?
It spills everywhere,
leaking tears and trembling, tripping feet, tangling rush of skirts and hair to run and tell
of the empty tomb.
Is this woman to bear your resurrection,
this womb to carry the truth
that you are alive?
What burden is this that bears me?
That carries his child for carrying him?
I must have a soul,
for you have soaked it with glory.
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Autumn Equinox
Kelly Abraham
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Celeste
Desiree Zaleski
The stars.
They sit there quietly, spinning, burning, humming for an eternity.
Then as silently as they flickered into existence, they fade like the morning’s mist, beckoning the birth of
another brother star.
Much unlike ourselves. We come into this world, by pain, screams, and kicks.
Calling out into the stars’ quiet universe, announcing our presence into their world of light, of peace.
Our short lives, compared to the eternal stars, clamor and shout, begging, pleading for the regard of them.
Then just like the stars, we too will fade, as the birth of our brother begins again.
But there are those of us who sit here, meditating on the clamor and commotion of the world.
These odd ones, the freaks, the melancholy, who sit outside it all.
They look at us and ask why we do not join in their bellows.
We sit here as still as white washed statues, in the likeness of those who baulk at our reticence.
Yet we sit here all the while.
Watching. Gazing. Thinking.
“If only I were like the stars!”
High, above the crash and cymbals of this sphere.
Dwelling within the warm, pulsating, glow of the heavens that hum as they spin, echoing their song
through the cosmos in response to their brother’s cadence.
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For what matters to the stars?
What disturbs or threatens their existence?
They have no worry or anxiety.
Were I like the stars, this riotous reality, ear splitting existence, this storm tossed soul of mine would cease and hush.
Here lies the matter:
When the seas and storms pervade me, when tumult and toss evade me, where then will my soul rest?
In He who made the Heavens, who called them each by name. For I am one of them, here I am, I am Celeste.
Psalm 147:4
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March 30th, 2019
Luke Seeman

Somewhere, spiraling through space
A bottomless black hole devours worlds.
How many have fallen prey to its hungry nothingness, and how many more to come?
The universe is infinite, filled with galaxies unknown.
Millions of nameless suns send light cascading through planets only dreamt of.
Stars push and pull, gales of gravity buffering the soaring comets.
They burn bright and hot before finally bursting into prismatic clouds.
But among this cosmic drama, I zoom in,
Magnifying and focusing my desires and cares here, on you.
Ours is but a pinprick of a world on an endless canvas, but here I find eternity.
The souls of humanity shine even brighter than the stars, and yours most of all.
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For A Million
Noah Huseman

“Have you ever thought about what’s next?”
The two laid on a patch-work blanket in an empty cornfield
staring up at the stars. Her mom’s SUV was parked a few feet
away. The keys were in the ignition, but the engine was off.
“What’s next?” He lifted his head off the blanket, cocked
his eyebrow. “I mean, I probably need to get home soon,
but if you want to run to Jay’s, we can.”
“No, I’m not talking about tonight,” she laughed. She waved
her hand up at the star-peppered sky, almost as if she could
touch it. “Just look at all this. There’s just got to be something
more than what we’ve got. What would be the point of all
these stars and this space being around us if it doesn’t ever
mean anything? Why is there all that up in the sky if all you
or me or any of us ever get to see is just down here?”
He was quiet and she waited for his response. The crickets
chirped. A car drove by on State Road 5 behind them, kicking up a wave of leaves in its wake. As the taillights faded
away, he spoke, “I think its meant to give us a bit of perspective, you know? Maybe God put it there for the people
who need some humbling. It’s really hard to feel all high
and mighty about yourself whenever you look up and see
that, right? So, whenever Mr. Joe-Million Big Bucks turns
his nose up at the rest of us, he’s staring God in the eyes reminding him that none of us is all that big in the first place.”
He rolled over, satisfied with his answer. Then, real quiet to himself, he added, “What’s a million dollars in the
grand scheme of things anyway?”
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“I guess that’s true,” she said. Waited. The shadow of a
cloud passed over the stars, crossed in front of the moon,
then moved on out of view. She stared at the moon for
sometime. It was like a fingernail had pierced the veil.
She asked, “How much of the moon do you think you
could buy with a million dollars?”
He chuckled and rolled to his other side, facing her. “A
million dollars wouldn’t even get you halfway there.”
“No way! How would you even know? Have you ever seen
that much money?” She sat up.
He was quiet again, thinking. “No... no. I definitely
haven’t seen a million dollars, but I’ve got a friend
whose house was worth a whole million when they
bought it. And they just finished putting in a pool last
month, too.”
She laid back down, her eyes wide. “You’ve got a friend
with a million dollars?”
“Well, its his parents who’s got the money.”
“Oh. Well?” She looked back up at the sky and the two
were quiet again for some time—five, maybe ten minutes. They each shuffled around a bit, though neither
said a word. Quietly, the couple laid there, thinking or
not thinking, staring up at the stars.
She was the first to breach the silence, “Why do you
think that is?”
He didn’t respond. Just rolled his head to face her. She

always jumped a few steps ahead in the conversation.

She sat up on her elbow, facing him. “Well yeah, but why
does he get to grow up with a million-dollar house and
a pool?”

He just listened to the hum of the V12, the whooshing
of the belts turning over and over, thousands of minute
interactions, all just to get from one place to another. It
was all so complex, but machines never lied. There was
never anything fake about a car. If it stopped working,
there was a clear reason, and all you had to do was look
hard enough and you could find it. Grab a wrench or
some needle-nose plyers, and you were back on the road.
Getting where you’re going.

“His dad?”

Cause and effect. Problem and solution.

“No, your friend.”

The moon hung high over Indiana, bathing the chaffstrewn fields in a pale, white light. Like a flashlight
through a white blanket. The two stayed this way for
some time, each dozing off and waking up, then falling
asleep again. Yet, as the night drew longer and longer,
the autumn chill crept through the layers of sweatshirts
and blankets. She was the first to wake.

She smiled. “Sorry, I’m just thinking out loud. Why do
you think his parents get to have all this money and ours
don’t?”
“His dad’s a doctor or something.”

Without questioning, he responded. “I don’t know. My
dad was just a mechanic before he got let go, and I don’t
think they get paid as much as doctors do.” He paused.
“That’s probably a good thing, isn’t it?”
“That your friend gets a pool and you don’t? I don’t
know why that would be a good thing,” she said.
“I guess it’s not the best thing, but what are you gonna
do about it?”
“I—” she started. She cocked her head, trying to come
up with an answer—any answer really—then gave up
and slumped back down to the blanket. She rested her
head on his chest, traced her finger along his shoulder.
He put an arm around her waist. “I don’t know. I just
think it’s unfair, that’s all.”
He took a second then nodded his agreement. Another
car crawled along the two-lane road carrying its passenger off into the distance. To some better future. She wondered where they were going, if they were headed home
or somewhere else, if they had kids, a family.

“Hey, are you getting cold?” she whispered in the dark,
her voice crisp in the chill, autumn air.
“Hrnh?” He stirred awake, rubbed his eyes. “What’d you
say?”
“I think we fell asleep. It got really cold out here.” The
cold, October fog clung to the warmth of her voice,
shaping words into clouds of vapor. She rubbed the
goosebumps crawling up her arms.
“Yeah, I don’t think there’s any question whether or not
we fell asleep.” He pulled the hood of his sweatshirt over
his ears and sat up, wrapping his arms around his knees.
He looked at her. Most of her hair was tucked back under the grey, cotton hood of what used to be his favorite
hoodie, but a few strands of her strawberry-blonde hair
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rebelled against the rest, demanding to be seen in the
moonlight. He swept the hair out of her face, leaned in
close and kissed her forehead, then reached past her to
his backpack. He pulled his phone out of the front zipper, and the screen lit up causing both of them to squint.
In bold, white font set against his favorite of her senior
pictures: “6:47” and “Friday, October 25.” Underneath
it, a banner displayed 6 Missed Calls from “Mom.”
“Yeah... we definitely fell asleep,” he said, showing her
the missed calls from “Mom.” She covered her face, “I’m
so sorry. Do you think she’s mad?”
He just shrugged. She started rushing to pack everything
up. The blankets, their backpacks, the extra sweatshirt
she forgot about. Struggling to squeeze a blanket into her
already-full backpack, she continued, “Maybe we can get
you home before she wakes up. That way you can say
you came in real late or something and you didn’t want
to wake her up. Do you think that will work? Do you
think she’ll be mad? Do you think she’s mad?”
He laid back down. The sun was starting to warm the sky
on the horizon. A light blue tint crept its way slowly but
surely up over the trees at the edge of the field. “Yeah,
she’ll probably be mad.”
She stopped, turned, and punched him in the shoulder.
“You’re not supposed to say that!”
“Ow!” But, he was laughing. “Why are you so worried
about her?”
“Because she’s your mom!” She gave up on the blanket.
She started playing with a very particular corner of the
blue-pattern fabric. “And I don’t think she likes me. I
mean, aren’t parents supposed to like who their kid does?
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Or at least, pretend like they do? I know she’s looking out
for you and just wants the best for you, and with what
happened between...”
She stopped. She hadn’t meant to say that.
“I’m so sorry, I didn’t... I...”
She didn’t have to finish the sentence. He knew. His
parents had never really been all that close, and his dad
getting let go didn’t help them be any more committed
to each other. He knew. He knew that she cared. He
reached out and interlocked his fingers with hers.
“You’re mine, okay? Nothing is gonna change that. Not in
a million years, not for a million dollars.” He grabbed her
hands and forced her to look into his eyes. “I don’t care
what’s next, alright? What happens after all this? I don’t
want to think about ‘after.’ I don’t want you to think about
anything else, alright? Not my mom, not your mom, not
‘after.’ Nothing. Can you promise me that?”
She smiled. The kind of smile that takes over your eyes,
your nose, everything. He kissed her.
“I need to hear you say it,” he said. “Do you promise?”
She nodded. “I promise.”
He breathed a heavy sigh that quickly became a laugh.
He fell back, spread-eagle on his mom’s patch-work
blanket. “Oh, she’s gonna kill me when I get home.”
“Yeah, she probably will.”
They both laughed and settled back down into each other’s embrace, watching the shadowed treeline turn into a
black silhouette against the vibrant mural of oranges and
reds marking the sun’s ascent to its rightful place in the sky.

Reflections of Home
Mer Fenton
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There Are Things that No One Speaks of
Hope Livingston

I have seen the broken look on my parents’ faces when they
realized they weren’t enough to keep their children safe. I
have heard the clangs of voices rising towards the ceilings of
our suburban home. My sister, her face contorted in heavy
wails, arms folded in the constraints of my father’s grasp.
I’ve watched my mother hide our steak knives away, under
lock and key, in the left cabinet over the refrigerator, out of
reach. The television plays in the basement, the laugh track
drowning out the hell unfolding above our heads.

my hair. They reached towards me, begging to be lifted.
Their melodic voices sang to my young soul as I held
them close. The devil laughed and blew straws wrappers across the table when we all went out for dinner. He
spoke about the children that were under his care with a
tremble of love in his voice. “I will not leave you as orphans,” he would quote, tears tumbling from his eyes. I
would spit on him today if I were given half of a chance.

But you can look on the internet and you can stare into
the eyes of still images and assume you have been gifted entrance into our narrative. Our faces trapped on
your screen, unflinching in the presence of your gaze.
We have shown you our long distance Skype calls, our
“Welcome Home!” banner, our snapshots of first American
whatever! But no, you will not be allowed into the images
that we have accumulated. You will see us as we see you,
eyes crinkled, smiles unwavering.

My brother and sisters were extracted from the devil’s home.

•••
I have looked into the eyes of the devil himself. He
smiled at me as I entered into his home. In his concrete
courtyard the children ran to me and pulled at strands of
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•••
“They told us that if we told you, you would send us
back,” she said to my mother and father, an odd balance of confidence and fear blazing in her eyes. Story
after story unfolded, some of which were too heavy for
words, unveiling themselves in tears met with screams.
We worked to bandage the gushing wounds that we
could not clearly see as we attempted not to bleed out
ourselves. How sweet! So fun! Such a precious family! the onlookers would exclaim as we walked into church with our
smiles plastered. The weeping and slamming of doors
was saved for the confines of our home.
•••

I have seen God in the strands of the brown living
room carpet that we sunk our bodies into one night as
we circled to pray. There have been many experiences
of unexplainable peace that washes over after the once
prevalent, dry, hot panic and numbness. The tears subside more rapidly these days and leave a deeper understanding of grace in their wake. The souls of my family

members have grown, intertwining with one another in
a tangle of lush, green healing. We continue to prune the
dead branches carefully, admiring the growth as we go,
but acknowledging the mess for what it is.
God has not left us as orphans. God has not left us at all.
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Lighten Your Feet
Kyrie Lewis
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Hand in Hand
Paula Todhunter

Blinding sun and warmth greeting us as
flowers in full bloom and wavy trees crowd
the slabs of concrete we walk on. I fall behind
my parents and meditate on their hands
holding each other.
My father’s
pale transparent skin showing blue plump
veins. Light brown hair sprinkled across
the back of his palm and knuckles.
His thumb gently caressing
My mother’s
dark oak colored skin covering her long,
delicate fingers, smooth as marble,
giving off the scent of coconut oil.
Her four fingers resting between her
love’s thumb and pointer, at home.

An ominous bassline shakes our steps as a
car nears us, rolling its window down
forcing cannabis smoke invade our lungs.
One hand squeezes the wheel, another
points at my family and a yellow stained
mouth opens wide and loud
Jungle Fever!
You like those black women, don’t you?
You’re a nigga lover if I ever seen one.
A self-satisfied laugh echoes along with
the sound of a sick engine
followed by silence.
I pray that the hands would be unmoved,
Resistant to the words that were meant to break them.
I pray to God that they would remain the same.
But they don’t
They tighten their grip.
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Charged
Mer Fenton
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Eyes
slide past one
another
like polar magnets
too alike
knowing too much
of the same thing
incapable of attraction
consistent, measurable avoidance
never once touching
forever spiraling
outside
my atmosphere

Determination
Abby Braswell
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ring | a
Grace Bennett
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My armor
Is a ring in my nose
And seven more
In my ears
Many holes
No Achilles heel
No way for you
To touch the
Skin that clings
To my soul.

Subtlety
Jake Vriezelaar
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it’s kind of a funny story
Rinnah Shaw
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the guy who sliced me open took my
mom to prom in the eighties, which is pretty wild.
she showed me a photo and they both looked like twelve
with giant hair and shoulder pads and apparently
he thought they were dating but she didn’t, so she
accidentally broke his heart over sushi, and he
blamed the tears on the wasabi
but yeah anyway
i woke up in the hospital and he was the surgeon
and it was a funny high school reunion moment
real funny
if you ignored the fact that
my gallbladder was about to rupture and
my mom had pillow creases on her face and
i was meeting her ex at 4 am while
drugged up on morphine but
he seemed pretty nice and he’s doing pretty well and
he removed the organ how you’re supposed to i guess and
i don’t think he cries into wasabi anymore because his
facebook photos show two blonde kids and a
labradoodle puppy, and
i know this because
my mom friended him shortly thereafter to
thank him for giving her daughter a nice new
collection of incisions,
like clean round bullet holes
scattered across her stomach.

incubation
Rinnah Shaw

the surgeon came to my bedside while i was still
drugged up on morphine and asked
want to see what we removed from you
and i said sure like a dumbass but in my defense
i was full of meds n’ holes n’ nothing was quite
pro ce ssi ng right so when he held up the photo of a
big red-yellow blob that’d been inside my body only two
hours past i said that’s wild and then he told me that the
gallbladder should be a robin’s egg
small n’ round n’ blue but
mine had been filled to bursting with stones n’ sludge n’
shit and i could’ve died if
they’d left me four hours more or else they’d’ve
sliced me straight down center stripped me bare laid me
open for a few weeks or so until my insides
dried out and got pink again
and i heard all this but
i was still kind of mu ddl ed so i just kinda nodded n’
sighed n’ dreamed of robin chicks hatching under my
ribs and crying for mother
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a ghazal on scars
Rinnah Shaw

you realize this is a common party conversation, scars
set soda down, step back, showcase these storied scars
roll sleeves and pant legs up, look, a dog bit clear through
one-up-ya’s and just wait’s ensue, point to skin all marred
the nurse asks, still one for bikinis? brushes soft fingers over
constellations of ribs and belly button, organ-removal stars
you tell her how your brother doesn’t take his shirt off in summer
breastbone halved and fused again like he’s been through wars
and say “just cause stories are there doesn’t mean we gotta tell ‘em”
mortality reminds us in quick-breath hitches; we just as soon recover.
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Repose
Ben Kiers
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ode to existence
Hope Livingston

good grief,
time is precious, along with
each crinkle in the skin that frames your eyes, and remember
the way that your abdomen crunches with each sob, heavy
laughter folding body like hands tightly clasped in prayer. you see
yourself in father’s nose, in mother’s wide smile she used to
wear as a medal around her neck, and grandmother’s
stunning stubbornness, which tried
its best, but could not keep her powerful soul on this earth. your soul
remains. it erupts in praise as God spills his voice in streaks of pastel
across the suburban sky. it cries for reckoning when the twenty-two year old
boy is taken by a bullet ten minutes from your hometown. And peace departs,
and returns, departs,
returns, as a bee circling in the summer heat.
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How Many Days
Gwynneth Craddock
How many days does it take to live?
How many nights to grow?

The walls are white. A clock ticks.

A gasp, a cry. The baby lives.

A woman lies in a bed with sheets that were once a
crisp white.

A wellspring of hope leaps from every heart in the
room. Can it be that they were mistaken? Perhaps Fate
has had a good day and therefore decided to change
something for the better, give this little baby a second
chance at existence.

Now, they are wet with blood.
Something has gone wrong.
The grieving husband has been told that it’s too late, that
there’s nothing else they can do.
“It’s just a matter of time,” he was told. “We’re very sorry.”
He knows that the baby will die, but at least the mother
will live.
Isn’t this a cruel world?
The woman groans with abandon, holding tightly to her
husband’s hand. Can she sense that something is awry?
Does she know that her baby will not survive the night?
If she does, why then does she still work so hard to try to
bring new life to this barren room?
The third person deeply involved in this unfavorable situation is the baby itself. This small creature, young and
unknowing in life as it is, has been thrust prematurely
into the outside world against its will. Now, struggling
as it has within the frightening vise of death, it suddenly
finds itself spilled out into a vast white land of cold and
blood and blinding light.

If this is so, the baby knows it not. Though blind and incapable, suddenly its mind is opened to all the wonders
of living. Even as it gives its first cry, its brain is already
spinning, reaching, grabbing molecules of thoughts and
moments from the open air. In an instant it feels a warm
blanket, a soft kiss, loving words crooning a lullaby, pulling the baby to slumber. It sleeps only for a moment,
and awakens to summer grass and nectarines and barking dogs and bare feet and scraped knees and laughter
and sand.
All within a heartbeat, though not a second has passed in
the hospital room.
Next, visions of crisp ice and candy and singing and cool
rain and thunder collide in its head. Pumpkins and applesauce, roses and sunburn, butterflies, campfires, warm
mud and hay. Starlight and schoolbooks, bikes, boats,
and trees, licorice, wind chimes, races and popsicles.
Apples and waterfalls, speckled shade, dancing, weeping
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and shrieking, movies and windows. Crickets call out in
the void of the night, a cat licks its fur and a songbird
takes flight.
Time still is frozen as an instant spans years. The baby,
though dying, lives on.
For how many days does it take to live? How many nights
to grow?
In its mind, children play and the sleeping dog wakes.
A voice crackles through on a telephone. A loved one
gives kisses to passion and night. Hands bounce a ball
and white milk pours with foam.
It recognizes the distinct smells of home, of linen and
cloves and dust. It senses the warmth of sunshine on its
face and feels the soft velvet of flower petals under its
fingertips. It hears the rumble of a cat’s purr and closes
its hand around somebody else’s. It hears gentle words of
affirmation and hard shouts of hate.
Without breathing, it smells pollen and chlorine and dirt.
Without eating, it tastes sour cherries, thick bread. Without moving, it runs over fields and sidewalks. Without
seeing, it watches clouds pass and people die. Without
hearing, it listens to songs achingly sweet and stories being told in the dark.
Without learning, it understands how the sky is so blue,
why love is so strong, and what purpose life has. It is suddenly aware of the value of life and of each living thing
on the earth. It knows all there is to know, and yet yearns
for more.
For knowledge is great, and the seeking of it is still greater. Those who seek will find more than they knew there
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was to find.
Such is the case of the tiny lone soul which, still unmoving, fights between life and death. It doesn’t want to leave
life because of what can be found in living: all the joys
and the struggles, the magic and simplicity, the sorrows
and happiness that many take for granted.
Sometimes I think that only those who know death can
love life at its fullest.
Truly this baby, knowing death, loves life.
Isn’t this a cruel world?
People know a baby lives when it cries with life’s strength.
But do they really know what is death, and what is life?
For people can live, and yet not be alive, and people can
be dying but yet be as alive as ever anyone is.
Death is a strange thing, and life even stranger.
People are often afraid of death, but surely life is more
eventful, more turbulent, more heart-aching. Life is a
journey—so also is death—but dying takes less effort
than living.
Still, death is predestined, and so the people fear it.
Death is not something to fear. Sure, death removes
you from experiencing all the wild wonders of this little
world, but since it is inevitable, why fear it at all? It is
much better to live fully while you can and take death
agreeably when it’s handed to you. That way, you get the
best of both situations.
Unfortunately, the little baby on the bloody white sheets
does not get the chance to take death of its own will. It
must die without living more than a moment.

Still, who is to say that it hasn’t known life? In that instant
of living, however so small, open air drew the wonders
of the world to the tiny limp body. Its heart opened up,
beating once, feeling everything, soaring free over the
mountains and valleys of the earth. Its mind woke with
eagerness, leapt with the dawn, hungrily feasting on a
universe of knowledge.

Some would say it did. More would say it didn’t. All I
know is that Fate was kind to that baby and let it dip like
a petal into the lake of the thousands of wonders of life.
Though it lived but a moment, it lived many years. It was
glad, then, to die, for it had lived a long life in the space
of a moment pulled wildly from time and presented as
a gift.

Now, that great whirling moment, the shortest of all,
pushes the hand of Time’s clock and commands the
world to admit it. The soul of the baby, content with what
it has lived, lets go willingly and leaves its small form,
drifting high over everything without a glance back.

Maybe its life was the greatest of all.

The people down below, the mother and the father and
the doctors and nurses, shake their heads in new grief,
thinking, “It never knew life.”

Who knows? No one can decipher the value of a single
life—or, for that matter, of many. All such things are relative.
For how many days does it take to live? How many nights
to grow?

But did it? I ask you: did the baby know life?
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Pause
Mer Fenton
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Joy ii
Joseph Ford
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that one song
Samantha Moss

if i am awake, i’m listening to music. even while sleeping
i may be listening to music. whether i forgot to turn off
my sleepy playlist or i’m dreaming, something is always
playing in the far recesses of my mind. it’s not a rare
thing for me to wake up with a song looping in my head.
you see, i’ve never liked the sound of silence, except for
simon and garfunkel’s. i have hours, days even, worth
of playlists of hand-selected songs on spotify to sort out
the phases of my obsessions. because of this obsessive
and vital presence of music, i have a song for everything
- every place every person every moment has a song or
an album or a singular line of lyric all tied up with it in
my subconscious.
there isn’t any one song for my mom and dad, for my
childhood. rather, i have a fourteen-hour playlist on spotify, full of the music i was raised on, carefully curated by
the three of us and placed on shuffle every time we settle
into the jeep for a long road trip. my dad is a musician
and my mother is the only person he knows who loves
music more than he does. i was brought up with a deep
need for a good melody. i could recite the names of the
beatles as soon as i could speak, knew all the words to
entire albums by lyle lovett, the who, and train before elementary school started. i went to my first concert when
i was five. i fell in love with elvis when i was six, all on
my own, and have loved him ever since. i was raised to
value everything from three dog night to michael jackson
to maroon 5 to led zeppelin. so there isn’t a singular song
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for my family. there are instead too many to name. i
like to believe that i have good taste in music because my
mother raised me to.
in one of my mom’s favorite stories to tell about little
me she recalls vividly a four-year-old strapped into a
carseat in the back of a dark blue minivan. according
to her version of the story, i had just requested one of
my favorites, ‘the snow white song.’ she obliged and put
on the song she knew i wanted and then watched in the
rearview mirror as i began stomping by small feet to the
beat, head banging so my dark hair tangled and my purple, wire-rimmed glasses bounced down my round nose
and slipped from my squishy cheeks. i was entirely lost
in the song, off to never-never land with metallica, every
word perfect. i’ve always liked my music loud. i’ve always liked my music to be constant.
but the songs. the people the memories the moments the
playlists the heartbreaks the laughter the highs the lows the
loneliness the community the volume the silence the songs.
•••
the first boy i ever loved was a drummer, a stoner, a bad
boy in a band. our entire relationship was founded on our
mutual passion for music. our first date that i didn’t know
was a date was to a concert in the egyptian room in indianapolis. he asked me to dance in the dark crowded room
and we started reminiscing, had a vision, of getting married, having kids. i was so proud every time i shared a song

with him and he loved it, even if he only loved it because he
loved me. i used the songs i played for him to share my feelings when my words failed me. and i knew he understood.
there are many songs for him and the sophomore fall
that we spent together. he sang to me about every game
you play and i didn’t see the warning in those words. he
sang about every smile you fake and i didn’t know he’d be
the reason. he changed his mind, stopped caring about
the breaths that i took and he broke me. it’s been two
years and i haven’t listened to judy blue once. i’ve almost
forgotten the lyrics. something about sunshine and blue
skies and my favorite color.
no one knows about the mixtape i made, not even him. i
had specially ordered cassettes and sat for hours picking
out the perfect songs to chronologically define our story.
see i made it for him for christmas and i drove to his
house in the snow the day after in a cozy sweater and
he gave me two vinyls and i laughed because of course
he’d gotten me music too and then he broke up with me.
i picked up his still wrapped cassette tape and walked
down the metal spiral staircase that went down from his
loft and past the drum kits littered around the entryway
and out into the blanketed streets and drove home. it
was dark and it was snowing and i couldn’t see through
the bright white flakes and my uncontrollable tears and i
didn’t turn the radio on.
two days after christmas my best friend abandoned her
holiday plans to drive to me because not one of us had
seen this coming. she brought my favorite blanket and
teamed up with my parents to keep me distracted from
my own splintering mind. we all sat at the kitchen table
bathed in homey yellow light playing euchre - me and

her versus my mom and dad, my whole family holding
me together. pointless chatter and shuffling cards and
breaking in the new record player. i could barely hear
them over the volume of my thoughts, from this hell
where i dreamt of you and woke up alone. but then
the record player plan backfired as my earliest love was
crooning to me and i agreed with him because i’d tried
not to but i just can’t help falling in love and i sat at the
table feeling entirely alone and whispering the words.
i excused myself to the bathroom and practically ran
across the kitchen so i could shut the door before i caved
in on myself for the second time that day. by the time i
composed myself and went back out to our kitchen they
had changed the song.
•••
my best friend is many songs and many moments. she
has gotten all my happiness and all my pain for three
years. when we finally decided we could be friends october of our freshman year we asked each other, do you
think that we’re grown enough to make this a home?
max was asking a much harder question when he wrote
those words while she and i were only talking about our
fairy-lit dorm room but it was important. in these three
years we have experienced more pain and growth together in the eggshell cinder block dorm that we made a cozy
little home on the third floor of breu and in her little red
prius with the windows down on the backroads between
upland and muncie than there are words for. we have
suffered through more songs than i could name and identified with more lyrics than you could know.
vance joy and taylor swift and max and gnash and ansel and bryce vine and rainbow kitten surprise and matt
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maeson and eden and noah kahan and the lumineers and
halsey and wild child and shawn mendes and panic! at
the disco and lorde and charlie puth and needtobreathe
and post malone and julia michaels and x ambassadors
and fall out boy and lizzo and the arctic monkeys and the
baby driver soundtrack.
on the way home from the first concert we ever went
to together it was dark outside and we had the brights
on and the windows down while the little red prius hit
ninety on i-69 as we blasted our way back for a late
night steak-n-shake rendezvous while we screamed that
one song at the top of our lungs and our carefully done
hair fell to pieces in the wind. when he asked me to
go to his family’s thanksgiving i drove my car in circles
for hours around empty fields that had recently been
golden with now-harvested corn and she convinced me
i wasn’t making mistakes. after our respective breakups we would tentatively show each other songs that we
knew would sting, hoping that the other would understand that we were simply trying to help them put their
trust issues into words.
•••
the strongest of these song memories is, as usual, set
in her little red prius. he was my best friend and he
was the boy she loved and he had just told us that he
was leaving. i’ve never known a human being who was
more broken. there were four of us: the hurricane, the
tornado chaser, the severe weather warning and me, the
storm kit. he was in the back seat, cradling her in his
arms. our sunshine was driving and i was a ball on the
front passenger side, aux cord plugged into my phone.
i’m always the dj. i was always the dj. in an effort to
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keep our spirits up on the way back to campus, as our
flight to the marion taco bell had to come to an end, i
went around the car and queued a song for each of us.
lil dicky or russ or some stupid rap shit for the broken
boy. charlie puth for the shattered girl. and jon bellion
for our browbeaten driver. i didn’t think about what
that would do to us.
without saying a word the four of us woke the fuck up
and it got real. he’d been busted and his parents were
furious and he was depressed and he was going and we
were in pieces and i couldn’t help her and she couldn’t
fix him and what the hell were we supposed to do?
our volume steadily increased as we simultaneously
took advantage of the catharsis offered to us by the
booming bass and rushing wind and far too accurate
chorus. she clutched his tan arm harder, digging her
short, bitten off nails into his skin as i cried in the front
and he stared hard at the lines on the road in front of
him, concentrating as the three of us screamed at the
boy that i need you here, as desperate as that sounds.
when the song ended we kept on driving, back to sammy as usual. a normal night setting in motion the
worst week of our lives.
•••
i organize my life into spotify playlists. i share my emotions through my music. i’ve built up entire playlists to
suit particular moods. four hours of my favorite rock
for a bad day. eight lilting hours of acoustic for a migraine. two hours of thought provoking spoken word for
when i’m thinking about horses. five and a half hours
of moody r&b for rain. album upon album of classics
for when i’m feeling nostalgic. six bouncing of hours of

indie for a long drive. the people who know me well can
read my mood as soon as they hear what’s playing in my
car or see which vinyl is spinning on the record player in
the corner. if someone asked me to describe my sophomore year i wouldn’t say, “it was hell,” i would tell them
to listen to all the songs above. i would hand them the
playlists i made that year and tell them that this, this is it,
this is my life.

the people who know me know to pay attention to the
music i send them. the songs that i cling to are more
vulnerable than my own words will ever be. so go ahead,
look up cynic by noah kahan or a million miles by mansionz, pretty much anything by mike posner, same for
the lumineers, when you wake up by airbud, too. that’s
me. i’m a mess. put in your 52 minutes or loop that last
song for a few hours and you will understand me better
than i do.
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Saturday Night
Madison Hartz
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Jeremy’s Lunch
Timothy Pietz

Jeremy crossed the cafeteria’s crusty tiles to the far
corner, doing his best to make himself small and
inconspicuous—which was hard since he was 6’5”.
Jeremy felt his long black hair plastered to his face with
sweat, and he knew his basketball jersey was also clinging
to his embarrassingly thin frame.

“Hey! Look me in the eye, Jer-bear! You going to find some friends?”

Well, he’d tried. Supposedly, athletes impressed girls, but
a 6’5” skeleton who couldn’t jump high enough to touch
the rim was far from impressive—and he didn’t need a
coach to tell him that.

Jeremy glanced to the middle of the cafeteria. Half the
basketball team was crammed around a table. The seating was so tight they were practically sitting in each other’s laps. Jeremy squinted. Actually, some were sitting in
each other’s laps.

Sighing, Jeremy threw down his backpack, sat, and observed his plate. Lazy lines and loops of spaghetti spread
across the center. Balanced precariously on the plate’s far
edge to avoid the sauce, a single cookie sat, winking at
him with a chocolate-chip eye.
Jeremy raised his fork, squinting at the near side of his
plate. A limp assembly of broccoli florets stared back.
Halfheartedly, Jeremy thrust his fork at a floret, lifted the
broccoli to his mouth, and chewed, staring at the empty
chairs in front of him.
“Hi, Jeremy!”
Jeremy stopped mid-chew. He’d heard a voice, but he
wasn’t sure if he’d heard it.

Jeremy blinked. Why was his cookie talking to him?
“Because you’re bored and antisocial, that’s why,” said the cookie.
“How about you take a bite of me, then go sit with your basketball
team?”

Jeremy leaned closer to his plate. “I ... uh …” he felt his
bass voice waver.
“Be bold, Jemmy! Strut on over.”
Jeremy shook his head. The basketball guys were loud and
obnoxious, and Jeremy did not want to sit in somebody’s lap.
“Hey, I get it. Maybe you’d rather have someone sitting in your lap,
eh, Jeremy? Maybe a cute girl?”
Jeremy blushed. “No! What are you-? That’s not what I-”
“Two tables over, Jerms! She’s sitting all by herself. No friends, no
phone, just staring at her food. Sound like a kindred spirit?”
Jeremy didn’t know what to say.

“Jerry, sitting alone is lame,” chirped the voice.

“C’mon, you’re a big kid, now, Jerry—she won’t have cooties.”

Jeremy looked at his plate, and his eyes passed over the
chocolate chip cookie.

Jeremy glared. Purposefully, he held his eyes on his plate
and slid a piece of broccoli onto his fork.
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“Take a loo-ook …” sang the cookie.
Sighing, Jeremy looked. A girl huddled in the corner, alone.
Her coat was still on, and her stocking cap was pulled low
over her eyebrows. She looked sad. Against her chair, a
monstrous backpack slouched, papers flopping out of its
zippered maw. Maybe she was going to study.

“Jer-boy’s got a life to live, foodie-fiends!” yelled the cookie.
“Now let him-”
“Shut up, guys!” Jeremy hissed.
The plate went silent.

No. That was weird. And she was probably studying.

Jeremy picked up his fork and leaned toward his plate.
“Look. Thanks for trying to help me, but, well, I’m fine.
I know how to make friends, and I … uh … I had some
dietary fiber for breakfast. So … yeah.”

“Take a bite of me, Jerry-O—you need inspiration! Something
sweet, something rich, something bold …”

Jeremy stabbed his fork into the broccoli. The broccoli
cheered.

Jeremy lowered his fork and the broccoli fell off. Inspiration … well, maybe …

“But Jerrels, you-”

“You could just walk over, introduce yourself …”

“No, you don’t!” shrieked a chorus of voices.

Jeremy glared at his cookie. “I have homework,” he said,
pulling a textbook from his backpack. “No distractions.”

Jeremy jerked back his chair. His broccoli were no longer
limp.

If chocolate chip cookies could cry, Jeremy could have
sworn he saw a chocolate tear.

“You need vitamin K!” shouted one floret.
“And dietary fiber!” shouted another.
“Eat us!” cried the chorus.
“Hey!” said Jeremy’s cookie. “Jermsy here needs a social life,
not a slimy green thing stuck between his teeth!”
“Empty calories!” shouted the broccoli. “EMPTY calories!”
Jeremy’s jaw went slack. His plate was having a civil war.
“Hey …” said a sleepy voice, “chill out, guys.”
“Don’t get salty, spaghetti!” yelled a floret. “Jeremy’s had enough
sodium already!”
“Guys, I’m just saying …” said the spaghetti, “why do I always have to stand between you two?”
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•••
Jeremy twisted the last of his spaghetti onto his fork, staring at his textbook. He was accomplishing nothing. He
couldn’t concentrate, even though his obnoxious basketball team had left. The girl had probably left, too, though
he hadn’t looked.
“It’s alright, Jeremy. Sometimes you have those days, y’know?”
whispered Jeremy’s spaghetti.
Jeremy didn’t answer. He chewed the noodles, looking at
(but not reading) something about math. Mechanically, he
reached his fork for more spaghetti. Clink. Empty plate.
Jeremy set aside the fork, his eyes still on his textbook.
“Jeremy?”

Jeremy turned the page, even though he hadn’t read it.
“Jeeeeeremyyyy …”

to talk to people, and it won’t work, and I’m just trying to
finish this Calculus so I can—”

Jeremy lifted the book in front of his face.

“She’s still there, Jeremy …”

“Jerms.”

Jeremy stopped. He glanced at the corner.

“Jerry.”

The girl was still there, and somehow, she was still fiddling around with her salad. The papers hung accusingly
from her backpack, but she hadn’t touched them. She’d
taken off her coat now, but the stocking cap still covered
her eyebrows. Jeremy noticed something he hadn’t noticed before: a cookie sat on the edge of her plate, untouched.

“Jer-boy.”
“Jeronimo.”
“Jerrels.”
Jeremy slammed his book on the table. His fork rattled.
“I’ll eat you eventually!” Jeremy said a little too loudly.
From the next table over, a few heads turned to look at
him. Jeremy felt his face flush.
“And I told you,” Jeremy lowered his voice, “I’m not sitting with anybody.”

“What do you think, Jeremy?”
Slowly, Jeremy folded his textbook and slid it into his
backpack. He set his fork and used napkins on his plate.
He looked at the cookie. The cookie winked.

“Why?”

Jeremy took a deep breath. He picked up his cookie and
took a bite. It was sweet. It was rich. It was bold.

“Because … because you were right!” said Jeremy. “I’m
antisocial. And I have homework, and I don’t know how

Jeremy walked toward the corner.
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Green-Eyed Girl
Luke Seeman
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A brilliant breeze
Falls from the sun-streaked sky,
Tugging the trees into a lazy dance.
Soft, cool, white clouds
Cling to each other and climb higher,
Up towards the blue.
But I notice the green,
Like a bottle half-buried in the beach,
The stained-glass windows to your soul.
I’d love to watch my life float by,
Reflected in those eyes.
I want to see the world through them,
To notice the intimate miracles
In every little thing.
I want to see the subtly sublime,
The genuine and grand.
But I get something better;
I get to see you,
My green-eyed girl,
And watch you watch the world.

Hydrophobic
Stephen White
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Centrum Miasta
Madison Hartz
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Oxford Mud
Jessica Dundas

If I acted on dares
I’d leave the coffee and grades
Put the books on the shelf
Catch a flight across the pond
Take a cab to Paddington
Hop a train bound north
Slump against the window
Let the city slip away
I’d watch the wind ripple through the grass
Fields edged by moss-covered trees
While sheep huddle against the rain
And hills roll into the distance
The spires of Oxford would loom through haze
And I’d wander into Christchurch meadows
Boathouses lining the River Thames
Where it saunters past on its way back to Town
I’d duck inside the Eagle and Child
Red Oxford mud clinging to my boots
A shepherd’s pie in the Rabbit Room
The weight of glory on my heart
I’d attempt reading poetry
Drowned out by student gossip
Their loud irreverent language
Rendering Tolkien’s words archaic
So I’d return to cobbled streets
Where fog had crawled in with the night
Stroll toward the Church of St Mary
See a lion, a fawn, a lamppost
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1:27am
Anna Poel

I heard the rain clattering
Through my windows
In the early-late morning
In the dark
And I struggled out of bed and got up
And opened the window
I punched out the screen and leaned way out
Backwards
Legs hooked over the sill, slick fingers clinging to the wood frame,
And I tipped my head back and stared up at the sky
And my throat was raw with wonder and the rain soothed it
And I threw off my blankets and ran barefoot down the stairs
And unlocked the worrying creaking front door
I danced in the driveway under the yellow streetlight
Twirling
Wandering, warped shadow mingled with rainslick on the cement
And I felt the tilt of the earth in the bent hard pavement
And water chilled my scalp and dripped from my hair and everything was clear to me

Except I didn’t.
I lay in bed and listened to the rain thud
Gray against the black night
Warm blankets heavy on me like a fog
And I began to sweat.
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staff picks
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Visual Art

Joy ii | Joseph Ford
Play | Jaime Wills
The Mourne Mountains | Luke Holwerda
Synagogue | Tim Hudson
Stefankos | Mer Fenton

Poetry

Hand in Hand | Paula Todhunter
it’s kind of a funny story | Rinnah Shaw
Oxford Mud | Jessica Dundas
The Woman at the Tomb | Alison Bell
Dead Calm | Anna Poel

Prose

Rationale | Rylie Harrison
that one song | Samantha Moss
On The Way | Jimmy Schantz

biographies
Kelly Abraham
Kelly is a senior English creative writing major who still believes in mermaids, fairies, and
Neverland. She doesn’t consider herself a photographer but the irresistible places she’s
visited have done the heavy lifting.

Alison Bell
Alison Bell is a senior computer science major. She grew up in Iraq and enjoys worldbuilding, knitting, and collecting facts.

Grace Bennett
Grace Bennett is a Sophomore who plans to graduate in May of 2022 with a bachelor’s
degree in Philosophy and Bible. Grace enjoys reading, learning to play various musical
instruments, and spending time with friends. Her love of words comes from a desire to
understand herself and the world in such a way that is reflective of the truth of the Gospel.
She is grateful for the opportunity to share in creativity with the Taylor University students
through Parnassus 2020: Luminescence.

Abby Braswell
Abby Braswell is a junior at Taylor majoring in graphic arts with a concentration in illustration. She has a passion for the gospel, teaching kids, and creating, and she plans on
integrating all of these things together after graduation.
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Abbey Chandler
Abbey Chandler is a sophomore English major residing on First Swallow Robin. She loves
old books, daisies, good movies, spending time with friends, and reading outside in the sunshine. Central Connecticut is her home, as it is where her parents, brothers, and cat reside.

Gwynneth Craddock
Gwynneth Craddock is a first-year Social Work major from Santa Cruz, California. Her
hobbies include writing, swing dancing, and playing musical instruments. She hopes to
use her degree to work with children and adults with special needs, such as strengthening
communication through the use of American sign language. She is very thankful to be at
Taylor and excited to see what the future will hold.

Sarah Davis
Sarah M. Davis, a senior English major, hails from Wisconsin. She spent the Fall of 2018
hiking hills, riding the DART, drinking tea, and eating scones in Ireland, and she has wanted to return every day since. Ask her about the novel Milkman by Anna Burns, and she will
buy you coffee. Like for real.

Steven Day
Steven Day is a Freshman at Taylor University currently majoring with a BFA in Musical
Theatre. Steven is most experienced in his acting abilities, but he has recently begun to
explore his interest in writing through writing in prose and writing for the stage. Steven
would like to thank Jake Lane for being his writing buddy, his family for being awesome,
and Jesus for his never ending blessings.
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Jessica Dundas
Jessica Dundas is a senior English major who grew up in North Idaho and enjoys books,
cycling, and making people laugh.

Alyssa Farrell
Alyssa is passionate about restoration, empathy, and advocacy. She invites the tensions
between luminous and dim, familiar and unknown, beautiful and filthy and hopes to empower others through her words.

Mer Fenton
Mer Fenton is a sophomore Multimedia Journalism major with a Creative Writing minor.
She calls Columbus, Ohio home, but will feel at peace in any large city. She seeks to display
and understand her experiences through her writing and photography, and thrives off of
other young creatives doing the same.

Joseph Ford
Joseph Ford is a junior film and English literature major from Fairfax, VA. He enjoys writing pretentious bios and submitting them to various art journals.
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Abigail Franklin
Abigail Franklin is a freshman English major with a passion for words in all their forms and
uses and an avid consumer of mac and cheese. She uses writing to process grief, loneliness,
and sadness, and is a lot happier than her work would lead you to believe.

Kaitlyn Gillenwater
Kaitlyn Gillenwater is a junior graphic art major with a minor in studio art. She loves trying different forms of art, and hopes to one day travel to every major art museum.

Sam Guinsatao
Sam Guinsatao—known as “Slamwise” by his friends—is a Senior Professional Writing
Major who hails from Northwestern Kingdoms of Chicagoland. He revels in writing
scenes that make people squirm and has never touched a living cow in his life.

Alexis Harris
Alexis is a senior creative writing major with a minor in strategic communications. If she
is not writing or reading she can be found baking, golfing, watching Criminal Minds, or
listening to the Crime Junkie Podcasts.
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Rylie Harrison
Rylie recently graduated from Taylor University with a major in professional writing and
a minor in Biblical literature. Next steps for her include working part time while she builds
her freelance editing business (shameless plug) and marrying her spectacular fiancé this
summer. When she is not working, she can be found reading, watching tv (Psych and Clone
Wars are personal favorites), or spending time with friends and family.

Madison Hartz
Maddie Hartz is from the small town of Auburn, IN. Though a Chemistry major, she has
always appreciated and pursued the visual arts. Her most recent pieces found inspiration
from a summer visit to Wrocław, Poland.

Grace Hester
Grace Hester is a junior Educational Studies major from Columbus, Indiana. She is passionate about building relationships and working with children. Her interests include art,
coffee, movies, traveling, and literature. The poem “Dissociation” is her first published
piece.

Luke Holwerda
He’s a sophomore Art-Ed major who loves painting with watercolor. He mainly paints
landscapes, buildings, and the ocean!
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Tim Hudson
Tim Hudson is a junior film major that occasionally takes photos. However, his true passion is concrete.

Noah Huseman
He is currently a Junior studying English Education. He is also in his third year pitching
for the baseball team here at Taylor. Reading has always been a passion of his; however,
he didn’t find his love for writing until his sophomore year of high school after discovering
modern Canadian poet, Shane Koyczan. Ever since then, he’s been writing poetry, short
stories, creative nonfiction, whatever form the words require. It’s a constant, never-ending
journey that he is happy to share with you.

Ben Kiers
Ben Kiers is a visual artist who enjoys exploring human relationships and emotions, primarily through the use of charcoal. Raised in Upland, IN, he is influenced by experiences
of the relative solitude and quiet found in the rural midwest. He also enjoys writing, with
the same motivation of exploring.

Ross Kimbrell
Ross is a 21-year-old junior Photography major from Fort Wayne, Indiana, and as you see,
he is a photographer. Fortunately, he has been blessed to have a camera in his hands since
2014, and all those years of shooting anything he saw has only allowed him to grow. He
enjoys commercial photography most of all: what draws him is the level of control he can
have over his subject. He can move a glass bottle a centimeter to the left and know that it
will be in that same spot at the end of the day, and he likes that.
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Kyrie Lewis
Kyrie Lewis is an Art Education major who enjoys playing with art and words. Her poem
entitled “Spinach Lady” is written in honor of Sarah Davis. May it bring her joy.

Hope Livingston
Hope Livingston is a junior English creative writing major. She is from the Chicago area
and deeply loves the written word. Crafting sentences is her favorite form of expressing
herself and worshipping the Lord that created her, and she plans to do so as an offering to
Him as long as He allows.

Logan Lockhart
Logan is a sophomore social studies education major, and he’s from Colorado Springs,
Colorado, but his hometown is Cincinnati, Ohio. At Taylor, he loves co-hosting his radio
show, having conversations about culture and music, living on first west Wengatz, and
playing basketball. He also served as the head coach of the West Jay Middle School sixth
grade girls basketball team this year.

Grace Meharg
Grace is excited about people, banana bread, and the power of words. She hopes her
writing can bring you to pause and consider both the new and familiar in a different light.
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Samantha Moss
Samantha is a senior English Literature major and history minor who is passionate about
art. She loves experiencing live music, wandering through museums, exploring new cities,
and Vincent Van Gogh.

Mary Newenhisen
Mary Newenhisen is an illustrator and writer who grew up in China. She loves stories in
both art and fiction, particularly those that evoke a sense of wonder, or make your heart
feel things you can’t quite explain. She’s resigned herself to be a slightly hungry—though
hopefully not quite starving—artist.

Timothy Pietz
Tim Pietz writes everything from dark fantasy poetry to book reviews to rom-coms with
sentient lunch food. (So much for professional branding.) Upon graduating in May 2020
with a degree in professional writing, Tim hopes to edit for a Christian publishing house
and freelance on the side.

Anna Poel
Anna Poel is a junior Graphic Design major and soon-to-be-official Literature minor from
Aurora, Illinois. Her interests include children’s books, hot chocolate, theatre, and watching Marvel movies with her roommate.
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Kharis Rutherford
So far, her time at Taylor has given her a love of dancing, singing, avid tea drinking, and eating
2 am bowls of curry amidst piles of highlighters, laptops and art supplies. As a Bahamian freshman, she is privileged to share a part in a rich diversity of cultures, tastes and personalities, and
this has been the fuel for many of her photographs. She is a storyteller—she’s been one ever
since she was given a Hello Kitty camera at the age of about seven. She took “The Wheel” in
Hope Town, Bahamas because she was so mesmerized by the spiraling shadows that succumbed
to the open sky. She relishes the task of finding these hidden bits of sky in everything. It reminds
her that God’s hope is always there, even when life seems dim. It’s really all about perspective.

Jimmy Schantz
Jimmy is a senior English Creative Writing major. He enjoys a good story, a good game,
and (of course) a good pancake. He feels honored to be in a journal that features some of
the brightest work from one of the best colleges around.

Luke Seeman
Luke Seeman is a sophomore digital media and philosophy student. He plays goalie for
the men’s JV soccer team, plays the cello and the bass, and creates various types of art in
his spare time.

Rinnah Shaw
Rinnah Shaw is a junior studying creative writing and illustration. Her passions include
Jesus, graphic novels, social justice, succulents, hot beverages of all kinds, and geeky podcasts. When she’s not illustrating away in the basement of Metcalf, you can probably find
her giggling over a dumb pun, swooning over animation, or maybe telling every possible
acquaintance the latest obscure animal fact she’s acquired. Did you know that walrus whiskers are classified as organs?
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Simran Sindhu
Simran Sindhu is a freshman here at Taylor majoring in Biology (Pre-Med). Most often she
likes to paint and read books, but occasionally she likes to do photography.

Paula Todhunter
Paula Todhunter is a senior psychology major and believes in the expression of emotion.
She uses writing to work through complicated feelings and intense events. She hopes to
continue writing after Taylor as well as pursue a career in counseling.

Jazmin Tuscani
Emily Vanhuis
From Aurora, Illinois, Emily VanHuis is a junior double major in Music (Piano) and International Studies (Peace, Reconciliation, and Justice). Through artistic means, she desires
to bring about peace and reconciliation, uniting cultures and repairing brokenness. She’s
proud to identify as a writer, a poet, a pianist, a painter, an artisan soul. Her mission statement sums up who she is well:
Because of Christ
at my highest and best
I am
a humble advocate for the deep passions of my&His heart
I am curious & imaginative in this
for I’ve been created to create art
& be art myself
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Jake Vriezelaar
He’s a visual storyteller who cares deeply about making things that inspire contemplation.

Stephen White
Stephen White is a sophomore at Taylor majoring in PPE with minors in Honors and Keyboard Pedagogy. He hails from the Southwest Suburbs of Chicago, a smaller town called
Homer Glen to be specific. He’s been interested in photography since he was a six-year-old
with my first disposable camera, and he has enjoyed it as a minor hobby ever since. He’s
been camping and hiking my whole life, and the outdoors has captured his imagination, as is
evident in his photos. He has no grand artistic aspirations, but hopefully someday when he’s
not a broke college student, he’ll be able to get a real camera and capture true beauty with it.

Jaime Wills
Jaime Wills is a junior. She has been a photography major since she switched on a whim
second semester freshman year and hasn’t looked back since. Her goal with her camera in
hand is to capture pieces of an experience or a feeling that are worth sharing with other
people, creating opportunities for shared experience whether you were physically there or
only visually a part of that moment. She loves coffee, weird memes, and talking to people,
so feel free to contact her if you also love those things. Thanks for coming to her TEDTalk!

Clayton Wright
Clay is a fun-loving guy studying Christian Ministries and Biblical Studies. When Clay
isn’t having deep theological conversations, you can find him staring off into the middle
distance thinking about deep theological conversations. If he isn’t doing that, he is either
doing homework, hugging his wife, playing Dungeons and Dragons, or trying something
new. “A Son Reaps” was born as an amalgamation of the last three.
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Desiree Zaleski
She remembers the first time she did some creative writing. She was sitting outside school
in the car, trying to put into words the emotions she had been feeling that day. She wrote a
little poem called “Smile.” Ever since sophomore year of high school, she has used poetry
and prose to structure her thoughts and emotions, to have an outlet. Her freshman year of
college, as she was grieving her mother’s diagnosis with cancer and eventually her death,
she wrote over thirty pieces. This piece, “Celeste,” was the first piece she had sincerely
written after her mother’s passing. It expresses all that had been sitting dormant for two
years as she processed what it meant to be human. In this piece, she sees the contrasts between life and death, light and dark, pain and joy. Yet, through it all she sees peace. This
is “Celeste.”
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